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Preface

The ancient Chinese figure symbolizíng the rela-

tionship between yin and yang, receptive and ¿ctive,

female and male, dark and light, etc., is symbolic also

of consciousness, not only the phenomena and notions

which condition our 1ives. Consciousness forms the príma1

opposition: in continuous motion, ít divides itself into

the subject, ourselves, and the object, whatever we

perceive

Yet this circle also symbolizes the Îao, the void,

suchness, fu1lness. It is consciousness, cont¿ining both

subject and object - experiencer and experience.

Anthropologists have been exclusively concerned

with the ttobjectrtf whichr.however defined, cannot be

defined apart from the subject which lrknowst' it. And

the subject or experiencer is defined by what he knows.

fn the study of ecstatic states the anthropologist

i..t-
t.:
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approaches the problems encountered in this binary

consciousness. Usually ecstacy represents transforma-

tions within subjects and objects, which allow the subject

to explore new realms, new objects. The psychedelic

experience is such a transformation.

Transcendence is the suspension of the trans-

formations and subject-object opposition. this is the

experience of the Îao, or of the man of knowledge, don

Juan Matusrs nagual (Castaneda Lg74)r or of consciousness

in its totality, inclusive of all elements. Yet ít is

not truly experience for there can be no experíencing

agency. the resolution of the problem of binary cons-

ciousness is the realization of the nagual

this is an exploration into the two proc€ssest

transformation and transcendence and. their implications

for the study of man - anthropology

r:':
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the Dimensions of Consciousness and Anthropology

this work is an exploration into manrs conscious-

ness, its dynarnics and the implications these may have

for the study of man -- ¿nthropoLogy. In a sense the :

,:i,;i, 
,,

study of consciousness is the study of man. The nature

of consciousness is such that one cannot define anything

outside its realm, andr âs each man is conscious, al-1 ,.,,, ,,

that we study is in some peculiar way a manífestation of i,'i;.tt

,-;..:..:: .ourselves. i: :;.;...

A mo.st striking and paradoxical feature of
consciousness is that it is not easily known or explored.

Although we trknowrtt we do not know consciousness, for our

consciousness is our knowing. In ord.in ary experience,

what we know, the object of experience, is only a single

aspect of conscious 1ife. the other is the subject or

knower. This subject cannot be known to itself through

the ltmapsrt' cognitive structures, bel.iefs by which we

cornmonly.experience. In this binary consciousn€ss ttere
must always be a knower apart from that which is known.

A. Bo-modal knowing: lwo l,rlays of Binary Conscíousness

this problern has not been resolved through the

l.:::.: .:
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development of a bi-modal model of consciousness. The

inodel divides binary consciousness into two processes,

distinguished generally by their function (Oeikman I973a,

Ornstein L972r Wallace L97O). The first is tkp ratíonal-
manipulative rnode, which endows science with its power.

f t is discrirninative, analytic and linguistic, allortring

an individ.ual to act on an element of perception. Cog-

nitionr particularly as manifested in speech behavior,

is understood to be derived from fixed-circuit pathways

within the brain (Chomsky 1968). The second is intuitive
receptive or, in Anthony hlallacers (I97O) terminology,
Itautistic.tt this mode is oriented toward absorption of

perceptual material and is not marked by clêar boundaries

between the subject and its object, as otherwise achieved

in a generally linguistic orientation. The first is
particularistic, the second holistic.

l,rlal1ace considers autistic thinking to explain

the problem of shared meaníngs. Like b1índ men exploring

an elephánt, ind.ividual-s will personal j'ze t|nej:r under-

standing of common eryerience , for each approaches from

a slightl-y different perceptual set. Autistic thinking

ís that process whÍch is

responsible for reorganizing what has been le¿rned,
constantly recombining and differentiating elements
in novel arrangements, going beyond infoimation
given, solving contradictions, and sometimes innova
ting new (cognitive structuresJ. (I,rIa1Lace I97Oz78)

this is basically trintuitivett action and may represent
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underlying process in the formulation of all cognitive

structures. rt most 1ikeIy is the process responsible

for divergences from normative behavior and thought, whí1e

the cybernetic-Iike processing of the first mode acts to
stabilize and limit these d.ivergences. In any case, it
is clearly intuitional and is non-verbal processing, if
for no other reason than the neuronal structures governing

speech behavior are in the opposite hemisphere of the

brain from that in which intuition occurs (Gazzanj,ga Lg67).

B. Radicar rntrospection: Another Realm of consciousnebs

However there is a second realm of consciousness,

distinguished from binary consciousness. This is ttself-

awareness , tt or in R. M. Bucke t s (1953 ) termin o7-ogy,

ttself-consciousness.tt commonplace experiencer €stablished

in binary consciousness, concèrns wnSf we know; self-
awatren€ss, on the other hand, concerns the ttfaculty by

which we _rea,Iize... fforJ without self-consciousness a

sentient creature can know but its possession is necessary

in order that he rnay know tha! hS know:r' (Bucke L958 223).

rt is this second consciousness whi ch a11ows the experience

of consciousness itself.

Self-awareness is manifested in an ind.ividual t s

understanding, but bears no direct relationship to
socially conceived structures of reaJ-ity, which depend
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:" conceptual frameworks. there is not the disection of

experience into knower and known. ft is ttknowing that

one knowsrtr which is not to be mistaken as Itknowing what

on€ knows,tt like the index at the back of a book. Self-

awareness is simply recognition, regardless of what is

recognized. In thís.manner it is intros.pective t yet¡ âS

there is no need for a particularly recognizable element

and the subject which knows it, self-awareness is radical
introspe ct ion

Aurthur Deikman suggests the nature of non specifÍc

general awareness ín radical Íntrospection and in so

doing implies the nature of the world and man as both

physical and psychological: r'Awareness is the rcomple-

mentary' aspect of þhysicalJ organízation, its psycho-

1og ical conrpone nt tt (Oe ikman l-g73o: 319 ) .

Upon reflection you will find that thoughts can
cease for a brief whi1e, th¿t there can be bilence
and darkness and the tempor¿ry absence of i*ages
or memory patterns - any one component of our
mental life can disappear, but awareness, itself,
remains. Awareness is the ground of our conscious
life, the background or field in which these
eLements existl ft is not the same thíng as
thoughts, sensations: or images. To experience
this try an experiment now. Look straight ahead
and bê aware of your conscious experíen:ce - then
close your eyes. Awareness remains. ttBehindtf
your thoughts and images is awareness. (Deikman
I973b:3L7 -78)

How it is that the subject and object of binary

consciousness, dominating commonplace experience, trans-

forms to self-awareness has not been specifíed. f have

! i.i :'



chosen to call the process |tradical introspectionrt in
that the inherent duality of subject-object is dissolved'

by the scanning process turning upon itself to see how

ít is that it ís illurninated; in other words, the discovery

of what lies behind. the searchlight of scanning awareness.

Deíkman suggests that to solve the problem mind

functions should be defined as organi-zj,ng actívities.
Thinking activityr ês it is formed in eitfer the rational-
manipulative or intuitive-receptive mode, organizes stimu-

lus inputs, whether originating from the external environ-

ment or within oneself as memory, into meanings of differ-
ent kinds. He compares the mínd to a pond of water. When

thinking activity has subsided, the surface Ís refl-ective.
This is a state of pure awareness. thought functions act

to disturb the surface, much as a rock disturbs the surface

of a pond when thrown into it. lrrhen the thought functions

again cease, the pond or awar€ness is reflective.

We do not have to postul-ate a super-observer of
both awareness and thoughts if w€ recogníze that
awareness depends on the state of the pond or bio-
system: thought functions are the organizationts- activity. There is no experiencing agency; thettexperiencett is the state or activityr âs the case
may be . (797æ:323)

fn as much as al-l thought or all- activity, whether

in the intuitive-receptive or ratíonal--manipulative mode,

involves organ ízation, they are not representative of

radical introspection. Apart from such activÍty, the rrJtt
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or identity, which is otherwise a reflection of intention

and is c1àarIy an organizíng force, dissolves. However,

in general awareness another t?Itt emerges.

The ttfrr feels like an abiding, resting awareness,
featureless and unchanging, a central something
that ís witness to all- events, this ttJtr is iden-
tical with awareness. In rnost cases it iffi
ness uncircumscribed by the beliefs and assumptions
that form actual barríers separating 1oca1 aware-
ness from universal awareness. (Deikman I973b..325)

the two processes, the indívidual forceful aware-

ness or organization and the universal awareness, are not

independent. The individual awareness provides the locus

for the universal, which is the orígín of 1ocal awareness.

thus one is never not doing organízatíon: one may only

quiet the organizing to the extent that he may see Ít.

The or.ganízation and the non-organi:zation arise mutualIy.

Consciousness is therefore like a light wave. The uni-

versal awareness, in radical introspectÍon or self-

awarenessr.is not different from the etheric field of

Nineteenth century astrononers. the etheric field func-

tíoned only as a medium for light waves, which, here,

represent binary consciousness. the field. could not be

defined apart from such waves and had only heuristic sig-

nificance, for the notion allowed astronomers to conceive

a wave which has no medium

i'::/:l':r: i:
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C. The Anthropological Approach to Consciousness

Clearly the nature of consciousness in both Íts
forms, bin¿ry and general, must in son€ way be ascertained

in order that we may achieve a fuller understanding of

our nature. However, anthropologíca1 concern, as in other

disciplínes, íf touching upon the question of conscious-

ness at all, has been limited to considering binary

consciousness primarily as it is formed by the rational.-
manipulative mode. Mary Douglas notes:

Ethno-methodologists bring great delicacy to anal-
yzíng how the process of social interaction coït-
structs the typifications and recipes which make
social reality. They are aware of how the dimen-
sions of time and space are socially constructed.
But to take aboard the implicat ion that the whole
of physical riãture must be endowed with its reality
in the same way demands an imaginative effort
which has been left to artists, novelistsr ând
poe ts . (L973 zt9)

But at least one anthropologist has joined these

ranks. trlestoh La Barre (I972a) has accepted the impli-

cation and taken an imaginative leap, moving from a

functional orientation in the analysis of religious belief
into a description of the universe ard the individual.

Man came into being out of blind and accidental
processes in the púrposeless environment that did
not have hird in mind. the universe is useless
until organisms use it. Irlan is only the heir of
antecedent organismst purposesr or, more precisely,
the only purpose of man is himself. (1-972a:2O)

the individual within this universe is a "peculiar organ¡

ismrtt he is ttthe precipitated experience of many minds,

reif ied knowledge, ihe word made fleshr' (L9?2a:xv).
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The macroprocess governing the relationship of

man and universe has been stated by Marvin Harris (1968)

in terms of cultural m¿terialism. CulturaI materialism

relates hurnan behavior and thought to manrs interface with

his environment, his technological capacity organized and

determined by his needs an history. fn this persp€ctive,

man and his culture arise in relation to the environment

which arises or is understood, through manrs particular

artículation with it his culture

Therefore, there ís an inherent d.ilemna to anthro-

pologícaI inguiry. Every element of manrs consciousness

must be determined by its context within the constellation

of culture, technology, environment. the adoption of the

perspective requires our alertness: our analyses, our state-

ments, our understanding regarding the'nature of reality,

ourselves r ândr pârticu1ar1y, our consciousness are most

probably fallacious.

In order to see and to communicate, scientists
must have both hypotheses and symbolic languages

both of these being subjective human artifacts
so that it is quite unclear whether science is

cumulative adaptive knowledge like genes and snow-
balling material culture: or a succession o-f dis-
junctive cognitive napsr Eo mor€ real than the
group dreams we call languages or cultures. Cer-
tainly scientific thinking does change through time
hence we must suspect that it may never have salt
on the tail of that cosmic bird lruth, contaminated
as science must always be by group hypotheses and
culturally given symbol-systems. (La Barre T972bz
264)

La Barrets suspicions are justified. His'view that
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the universe serves as background, which exists ard arises

as mants PurPoses, suggests that all of mants intentions'

all the results of those intentions ' â11 his speculations

regarding himself are tautological ' Each human effort

manifested as thought or by and through some element of

theuniverseisonlyanotherdefinition,anotherstatement,

anotheraspectofrnanhimse].f.Theuniverseisgivenform

throughmanlsuse'yettheuniverseisfathertotheman.
this dilemma aPPears elsewhere' The late Alan D'

coult, founder of the dímunitive sub-discipline, psyche-

delic ¿nthropoLogy, refocussed inquiry from manrs relations

withhisenvironmenttotheProcessunderlyingal].rela-

tionships, his consciousness (Joseph and White L972) ' He

soughttheund'er1yin9princip1escommontoa11cu1tures

andfound'thesetolieinuniversalarchetyPeswhichare

containedwithintheindividualIspsycheandwhichconsti-
tute forms of relatÍonships. The particular contents of

e>çerience, as well as particular aspects of cultural sys-

temsraÍereflectionsofthehistoryofagrouP'andare

themselves not archetypal' but are conditioned or struc-

tured bY archetYPes

Because the archet¡pe emerges in íntuitionaL pro-

cess'CoultadvisedfellowanthropoJ.ogiststobeginfield

exPeriencewithintheirownminds:'|Theanthropologist's

firstfieldtripshouldnotbetoAfrÍcaorSouthAmerica
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:r Japan, but into hidden primitive layers of the mindt'

(in Joseph and white Ig72:735). Although psychedelic

adventures may sensj-tize anthropologists to theír own

archetypal reservoires and may permit their tolerance of

wide cultural variations, Coultrs advice rests on a víew

of man not substantially different from that inherent to

the traditional pursuits. hlhere Harris and. La Barre , for

instance, look to the environment as the determininÇ force,

Coult looked to the universal, the collective unconscious.

fn either view man is predetermined ândr as he is of neces-

sity within and of his environments, the distinction re-

garding where the source of culture , of his knowledge lies

is arbitrary at best.

Archetypes are released through manfs articul-ation

with the environment. The nature of the environment deter-

rnines the nature of archetypal release and the extent

particular archetypes are manifçsted in the culture. Fur-

thermorel Jung postulated. that rrthere are as many archetypes

as there are typical situations in lifett (L971266). Life

situatíons are simultaneously governed by external circum-

stances, which are known to men through the ínherent Pro-

cesses contained within their consciousness, thus any

archetypal explanation is, as the environmentaL, tauto-

logica1.

As anthropologists we must be aware of these

dilemmas, and, simultaneously, we must expand our consider-

i :.:.-.;.' ;.:

i:.:..-::.::.'':
il:..::ii-.:
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ation of consciousness to include the concept that the

individual is not soleIy reified knowledge, for he trans-

cends that knowledge Ín radical íntrospection.

To fully account for the knowledge process, how-

ever dependent on the articulatÍon of man and universe,

the subject and its object, one must consider the ilback-

ground or field in which these elements €xist.rr Indivi-
dually, this is the experience of experience s oÍ awareness,

or self-rea]-j,zation. It ís self-real-ízation in that there

is only a center of consciousness attending to itself.
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. Anthropology and Altered States --
Explorations of Transformations and lranscendence

With the growing interest in various esoteric

philosophies, religions, human potential movements, and

the widespread experience of altered states of conscious-

ness (i.e., states other than binary consciousness domin-

ated by the rational-manipulatÍve mode), anthropologists

have expanded their research into altered consciousness.

these explorations are examined in this chapter.

I am particularly concerned with the examination

of alterations in normal conscious functioning i for it is

:eration of an

ongoing activity that we see the actívity ,oorå clearIy.

Edmund Carpenter has pointed out that breakdown allows

greater understanding

The lrg2g crash revealed the economic structure
to the entire community. The breakdown of seg-
regation revealed the nature of racism. the
gersration gap revealed the nature of identity.
(Carpenter 1970, unpaginated)

In fact, t'every breakdown is a potential breakthroughrf

(1970, unpaginated).

But the breakdowns investigated suggest only that

transformation can occur to conscious functioni.rg. These

transformations are defíned as altered:-states of conscious-

n€ss (esCts), and, fox the purpose of discussion, the

....,ì' :.. .' '']'

:r'i:-. .':. ¡::.

í .-.-. .
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definition offered by Charles lart is used:

An ASC. . . Ci=) . . .4 qualitative alteration in the
overall pattern of mental functioning, such that
the experiencer feels his consciousness is radi-
ca11y different from the way it functions ordin-
arily. An SoC (state of consciousnessJ is thus
defined not in terms of any particular content of
consciousness or specific behavioral or physiolo-
gical change, but in terms of the overall patter-
ningofpsycho1ogica1functioning.(1,972z1-2o3)

An ASC denotes a major shift in psychical confi-

guratÍon, but confígurations or cognitive structuresr Do

matter how transformed, remain¡ leaving an individual

within binary consciousness. Such transformations occur

through the suspension of prior structures for the estab-

1íshrnent of other or newly developed structures. One

may speculate that it is the interval of suspension which,

if recognized, represents a period of open, general aware-

ness. This interval is commonly known as transcendence.

Should no transformation occur, Ít is the Ínterval of pure

refl ect ion

the human potential movement in general demons-

trates tendencies toward both transforrnation and transcen-

dence. lransformation is sought in-order that an indivi-

dual might find his life more meaningful. lranscendence

is thought to be the total experience of oneself , of one r s

nature. Transformation has been substantially treated by

anthropologists: transcendence has not. Yet as discussed

below, transcendence is ancillary to transformation and
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fult transcendence is the nature of self-realization.

As long as transcendence ís valued in itself it
is material for anthropological inquiry. fndeed, both

processes, transformation and transcendence, serve as a

substantial basis fox explorations of mants total con-

sciousness including both his ability to know and to

know that he knows

A. Anthropological fnquiries into lransformation

Anthropologists who have examined altered states

of consciousness have repeatedly demonstrated its causes

and some effects. Ecstatic states, induced.through a

variety of techniques, includinÇ pain, hunger, hyperven-

tilation and the injestion of ha11ucínogenic concoctions,

when explored anthropologíca1ly, are generall-y limited to

the d.rug-induced variety ("f. Furst Lg72r;Hainer Lg73).

. ïnterestingly, the ecstatic experience permits sufficient

disassociation (transcendence) from conceptual matrices

underlying an indívidualts perception of his surrounding

environment to al1ow the trrelivingt' of or personal exper

Íence within the mythology of his group. Such experience

is either transformative or confirmatory and, in some

instances, is both.

reports, the practice of the Bwiti cult, in which initiates

I I ;:'":' l:'
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ingest the hallucinogen Tabernenthe iboga, al1ows par-

ticipatíon in, among others, their migration myth. the

stereotyping themes in their hallucinogenic experience

result from the set and setting under wtrich the drug is

taken, fox the hallucinogenic experience is highly

suggestible (Masters and Houston J,966). The experience

of meetÍng onets ancestors, decending in order through

time to onets origins in the founding gods, is ttpre-

conditioned" in the worshipping technique of citing long

geneologies. Further, the setting of some cu1ts, Fernan-

dez explains, provídes close personal supervision within

the cult houser r€inforcing previous beliefs and teachings

as well as providing new opportunities to expose the'ini-

tiate to other elements of the mythological repertoire.

Functionally the hall-ucinogenic experience

serves as a basis for shared conceptions of the ultimate

nature of realíty, centered on the personal experience of

the fundamental cult beliefs. Mythological origins are

e mav visit tl : hisno longer mythical when one may visit the founders of

people and, returning along the migratÍon path of his

ancestors, relive their experience, while simultaneously

taking the same cours€ as his felIow initiates.

In another setting, tle hallucinogenÍc experience

is utilized by male initrates of tlæ Peruvian Cashinahua

to free their dream spirits for prophetic adventures

i-',
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(Kensinger 1973). Here, the injestion of the psychedelic

Banisteriopsis is generally outside formal rítual contexts.

However, within the total Cashinahua population of only

5OO members, the ecstaic experience confirms the ments

understanding of reality. Similarly, but within the

more defined ritual contexts of phratry rites, initiated
men among the Tukan of Columbia take Banisteriopsis Caapi

to open the doorway to participation within their societyls
mythic repertoire (Reicnet-Dolmatoff L972).

In his examination of the cultural contexts of
psychedelics, Reichel-Dolmatoff provides an astute

description of the ritual context r¡¡hich has far wider

application and significant implications

ft would seem. . . that in a state of hallucination
. the individual projects his cultural menory on

the wavering screen of colors and shapes ftheresult of perceptual changes induced by B. Çaapil
and thus trseesttcertain motifs and persõnaff
there is nothing secret or intimate about the
halluèinations the individual Tukan experiences.
On the contrary, these are discussed openly and,
what is more striking, one individual will des-: cribe his visions to another even while he is
undergoing the hallucínatory experience and will
ask fãr an explanation of its signÍficance. This
open communication of expsriences could lead to a
consensus, to a fixation-of certain imagesi in
this mannerr Do matter what the vision, its inter-
pretation could be adapted to a cul.tural pattern.
(L972:tLQ)

The interpretive component of experienee is anal-

ogous to the process at the personal l-eve1 in which

ttmeaningtt is ascribed to experience. the particular

contents of the experience, as suggested by Reichel-

::i
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Dolmatoff, are not necessarily even relevant to the inter-
pretation for the interpretation mo]ds the e>çeriencing.

Reichel-Dolmatoff's comment suggests that the ecstatic
experience is not unlike ordinary binary consciousness 

.,,.t,,:,,:;the lukan simply have altered their experiential realms :r: :::

and have reformulated their conceptualization to organíze

theír experience. the interpretive basis of their experi-
...: _.ì..- .

ence, which lies in bínary consciousness, remains €ven i.,.,.,,,::.,:t,.:;.: : .

when confronted with astounding arrays of color and vísions 
,,,,..,,.:,,,,,

of a reality not ordinarily experíenced '::.J"

Drugs are not necessary to induce transformations
t,

Victor Ì¡rr. Turner, in his investigation of the ritual pro- ' 
i

cess outside strictly hallucinogenic contexts (1967, 
i

i1969), identified. two critical interrelated. cond.itíons , :

liminality and communitas, experienced by initiates 
i

which demonstrate alterations in their consciousness.
i

the liminal individual is in a state of suspension: he

has no statusr Do defined relations. He is neither what 
1.,-.,,,,,.,,

he was or is becoming, much like the shaman initiate ,', '

.: :r,.:. .

't,ti'':t'.''''discussed by Eliade (1964), who is caught in paradox

According to Eliader âh initiate is not yet a shaman,

but cannot pass through the mystical training safely

wíthout having shamic power. He ma¡z be aware of the role ,,,.,ì'..,i,',i,,

he is to enter: yet it is important that he remain in an

arnbiguous state, a not-man-not-boy, a not-ordinary-man-

not-shaman, etc.
' 'a!.-...''-' 

'
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The neophyte in liminality must be a tabula
. rasa, a blank slate r oD which is inscffii-

the knowledge and wisdom of the group....
(Turner L969:1O3)

Communitas is the form of social system which

supports liminality. ït is a term representíng the nature

of interrelationships among initíates, emerging where

social structure is not. ReLations are.characterj.zed, as

spont¿neous, immedÍate, and communitas is identifiable
t'on1y through its juxtaposition to, or hybridization with,
aspects of social structure" (Turner Lg6gzI27). Of

course, social structure must be absent to avoid polluting
initiates by maintaining relationships which would sustain

prior organizations of perception, their cognitive maps.

As members of society, most of us see only what
we expect to see, and what we expect to see is
what we are conditioned to see when we have
learned the definitions and classifications of
our culture. (lurner 196Z:95)

t is precisely such conditioning from which the

initÍate must be detached in order thait he may elperience

his consciousness as trrad,icall-y dÍfferent from the way it
functions ordinarilyr,, as suggested by Tart. It is the

rational-manipulative mode of binary consciousness which

must be put aside to the extent that it is used to main-

tain prior conceptual.ízations of realíty, ft should be

evident further, that suspension of social- and cognítive

structures must go hand-in-hand, for they arise together.

North American counterparts to the rites of

i ì: -.:,:
l'.a: ':
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Passage found elsewhere are practically non-existant

outside tiæ practices of the different elements within
the human potential mc¡¡ement. One of the most notable

organizations pursuing the development human potential
is Esalen fnstitute of San Fransisco and Big Sur,

California. the participants, both staff and clients,
are interested in trexpanding awarenessrn exploring and

synthesízing rrnew ways of seeing and knoruingt! (park

College-Crown Center and Esalen Institute Brochure Ig74).

These hrays include a cornucqpia of approaches from trans-

¡rersonal and gestalt psychology, through different
methods of bodily integration, sport, exercize, hatha

yoga, to personal conscious development in meditation

and involvement in the esoteric philosophies brought

from the Orient.

Çhallenged by the human potential movement in

her recent re-entry into the academic wor1d, the anthro-
pologist Regina E. Holloman decided to attend a five day

Esalen workshop to explore its meaning.

f was often confronted with value positions with
which I could not deal adequately, yet, which
seemed to be important to me both-aê p"=.on and
as anthropologist. I anticipated that Esalen
would provide a context where I could experience
and explore some of the ferment. f was at that
time relatively hostile to the assumptions of the
human potential worldview, in particular the ten-
dency to view personal relationships as potentially
short-term in nature, and to the openness of the
intellectual systems to inputs from the mystical
traditions. (Uolloman 1-974:268)
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Holloman entered the Esalen workshop anticipating

her personal reawakening to sensation by ridding herself

of excess emphasis on rationality by immersion in Esalents

famous baths. She did not expect to become emotionally

involved, adopting the anthropological attitude that she

was ttsimply to be there collectíng information and obser-

ving interpersonal processestr (Lg742269). fn spite of

her intention, Holloman found she was a high learner
rtan individual for whom the experience was highly con-

structive, the effects of which were sti1l apparent six

months later t' (1974:269)

Througtr baths, massage, structural integration

and other practices, she entered a liminal state. Stripped

of her status (she was discouraged from inquiring into

other participantts backgrounds ard encouraged to remain

on a first name basis only), separate and isolated (she

was in Big Surr California and l-irnited to her sma11 group

of co-participants), her norms suspended or inverted

(societyts rules w€re discouraged touching, free emo-

ticnal. expression, confrontation and communal nude bating

were encouraged), supported by a group chara cterízed. by

the dynamics of communitas, she further suspended and

prepared for transformation.

fn one session she transcended the past limits

inherent to her perception and knowing.
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The session was held in our regular meeting room,' but the lights were lowered and a background tone
was set by the use of incense and Indian ragas.
One exerci,ze involved looking down at a candle
for two minutes and then eng'aging a partnerts
gaze, Left eye to left eyêt for another two min-
utes. \¡Ie were given no suggestions as to what
to expect. f found that the exercise caused a
disturbance of perception with profuse hallucin-
ations. (Ho11oman L974:27O-7L) l

This was not simply a ttdisturbancer't but poignant exper-

ience:

the experience itself, since it was completely
unexpected and unprecedented, was highly exciting.
the shock of unexpectedness (a sudden violation
of my standard p.erceptual screen) and my positive
reaction to it (I was excited and intrigued)
seemed to work together to permit a flow of sub-
conscious material. The faãe of rny first partner
became a white shimmering mask. fn the left orb
f could see a giant pupii. f thought, rrthis is
the eye of wisdom. " Although the cultural
associations with tteye of the soulrtt ilwindowrrt
etc., were apparent to me the symbolísm was no
less meaningful personally. (1974:274)

Hollomanfs experience must be classified as open-

ended for she had rec€ived no instruction regarding what

to expect. the general workshop experience was, never-

theless, programmed, by the prínciples of the human poten-

tial movement. The participants were encouraged to go

deeply into their experiences to d.iscover personal meanings

and to integrate these within themselves, And as an ori-

entation. toward verbal thoughtr_ emotional control, com-

petition, and success couLd not provide an adequate basis

for interpretation, such experiences were by necessity

interpreted in accordance with the worldview promulgated



by Esalen, for the states'1, nonordinary consciousness

were outside the realm of normal cultural expectations.

During tt€ workshop, Holloman entered a state

of constant introspection and re-evaluation which was

transformed into a peak-experience within one of the group

sessions. She notes that she ended the.five days in a

tthÍghtt that lasted nore than forty-eíght hours and during

whùch she analyzed the meanings of her experience.

The concepts and principles of a (for me) altered
worldview were already known to me. It was now
a matter of integrating them with my own psychic
material in a manner appropriate to my person-
ality. (I974:27A)

Although offering only a single example of how

her teaching style was altered as a result of. her experi-

ence, she depicted herself as having changed ín some sig-
nificant ways. Her experience was essentialLy transfor-
mative, occuring through introspective analysis without

a limiting orientation to structures which had limited
her understanding of the human potential movement in the

past and which would have been totally inadequate in the

face of her experiences. However, there was no direct
confirmation of experience; in fact, discussing it was

discouraged, for it woul-d tttcilltt the meanings. Consensus

was achieved regarding the vantage point from where one

evaluated his experience.

The adoption of an alt€red worldview from which
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the experience might be explored constellates an example

of special consensus. Carlos Castaneda (19ó8, IgZl-,

lg72) in his description of his apprenticeship ín the

sorcery and knowledge of the Yaqui ttman of knowledgertt

don Juan Matus, demonstrated. the nature of such consensus,

which represented, in his case, a substantial worldview

transforma tion.

LÍke Holloman, who required a worldview to or-
gani?e and signify her experience, Castaneda found him-

self in need of an entirely new conceptual order to under- .

staud hís teachings. the formulation of this conceptual

order, based on the teachings themselves, was dependent

on special consensus. the nonord,inary reality to which

his teaching applied was composed of interconnected flour-
escent streams of light, populated with nonhuman a1.1ies,

talking coyotes, centers of energy and power, and, through-

out, interspersed phantoms of norrnally knowledgeable,

uninitíäted people.

the apprentice was in his own rÍght the unit that
brought don Juant.s teachings into focus, for he
had to accept the totality of the special consen-
sus given on the component elements of all the
states of nonordinary reality and all the special
states of ordinary reality, before special con-
sensus would become a meaningful concept. But .

special consensus, by force of being concerned
with the actions and elements perceived in noTl;,
ordinary reality, entailed a peculiar order of
conceptualízation, an òrder that brought such
perceived actions and elements into accordance
with corroboratíon of the rule. therefore, the
apprentice of special cons€nsus meant for rner êS

í:l
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tlæ apprentice, the adoption of a certain point
of view validated by the totality of don Juan's
teaching ; that is, it meant ny entrance into a
conceptual 1eve1, a 1eve1 comprising an order of
conceptualization that would render the teachings
understandabte in their own terms. (Castaneda
r96':2a6-42) 

;.:,.:..,::.,.:

Achievementofspecia1conSenSuSwasnotaninte1-:
lectual exercíze, requiringr ofl the contrary, the 1ínina1

state and the de-emphasis of norrnally validated structures 
..,....,1

of thought and interpretation. Entrance into don Juanrs i,:,;,,.',,;i:t::,

' :..'...' .,..', ..

conceptual order was a firnction of a variety of norm- 
;,;.,;..,.,;,,,:,

suspending techniques, including the Ínjestion of psycho- :;::::r:':'

active plants, mind-boggling magic tricks, learning to

remainaWareduringperiodsofdreaming,iso1ation,depri-
i

vation, and various ttmanagedtr attempts at perceptual dis- 
|

ltort ion.

The varieties of states .Castaneda entered were 
l

governed by rules which he either intuited from his 
l

erçerience or which were explicitly given by don Juan. In

either case, Castaneda establíshes that nonordinary real t.:.')....:.
:.::-. : :: :..:.,

ity could only be understood from within itself ard that ',1,;:,,.,;.;',,.',.\ ,.:..::_......:..::_.-.

transformation from one cognitive set, ordering commonplace :::

€xperience, to that ordering don Juanrs reality required

at the outset a period of suspension, of no knowledge,

however momentary this period might be, in ord.er that the '¡,i';;',,;',',:;"-"''"

. :"

new cognitive set might replace the establ-ished,. Sirnilar'J-y,
':

Hollomants ultimate acceptance of the human potential

worldview, following her initial hostile reaction, was a
:.: ::. .,..'
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result of her entrance into experience which could not

be understood and which would have had no value without

the worldview. that is, the worldview was of no value

without her entrance into realms which were , for her, 
_ ::,:

nonordinary, In the same manner, nonord.ínary experiences- ': ''::-:

or perceptions would have been meaningless without the

worldview. Nei.ther worldview, the conceptual structure,
: r.: i:: i::-'r

or the experience is primary in so far as the significance ¡i'..li'i",'' '. '':

each may have is concered. They arise mutually ;:.: .i'..''.';:
. ,j...:: .: ...: .

Both Holloman and Castaneda verge on a significant '

discovery; one, f urtrhermore, implied by the ethno-

methodological perspective described by Mary Douglab

This discovery has been stated by John C. Lilly, from

his consideration of the human mínd.: :

In the province of the mind what is believed to
be true is true or becomes true within limits to
be found experientially and experimentally. These
limits are further beliefs to be transcended. In
the province of the mind there are no limits
(I972:s)

Castaneda, in particular, be1-ieved that the ilrealityrr he

was to enter could be seen only by one trained to respcnd

to a world one is otherwise untrained to see. lhe concept

of special consensus resulted from his exploration of the

outer Limits of the beliefs normall.y structuring the world

and hÍs explorations of the rnanipulations required tõ

transcend these beliefs, which would lead to the transfor-
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mations he sought as the apprentíce.

Ho11oman, following Turnerts analysis of rites

of passage, also faíled to acknowledge that the process

of lirninality may lead beyond any single alternative world.-

view.

Li11-yts statement suggests that ultimate transcen-

dence of limits leads to a state with no bounds. The

ultimate boundary is between the subject and object.

When this is dissolved, on€ enters a non-conditioned

state of pure reflection.

B. Anthropological fnquiry into Transcendence

SuchexPerienceisnotoutsid'etheanthropo1ogica1
territoria1domain.Understandingitis.'Thereisno

. ^t¡ *^. +L^ +adequate way to describe a non-cognitive state i that is ,

unstructured exper ie nce

the anthropological predilection to study two
.:..., .,-

kinds of structuring in binary consciousness, that by i.;.,::-':'
'',

the rational-manipulative mode and the intuitive-receptive ,,,,-t,
'-, : :

mode (autistic thinking), logical3-y leaves little room

for the consideratior of tfæ transcendent state. Ðr¿en

in an instance where consciousness is not subdivided, ...:-i.,
'at.t ,l,t : atl ,la

Castqneda, from the rational-manipulative, €quated onets

consciousness with the reality perceived. Special consen¿

sus is merely a technique in altering consciousness. How-
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ever it is necessary to go beyond ordinary knowledge.

The individual as a center of consciousness is
normally experienced by itself as an identity, which is
known to be a product of prior experience and which is
redefined in ongoing relationships. fn this respect,

identity is a matter of cognitive structuring of par-

ticular relationships, both physical and psychological.

The center, the indívídual, determines its relationship,
mostly unconsciou s1y , to the world and to different per-

ceived aspects of itself, which is to say it determines

its relationship to its cognitive structures though which

its outer and inner worlds are known to it. The estab-

lishment of identity is then a hierarchical development

of pnesumably ever more complex structures of knowing.

But the center of identity rernains at instances of sus-

pension. As there is no cognitive structuring at this
level of experience, identity must be rooted ín self-

awareness which underlies the process of an individualts,

introsepction, Deikman described this awareness and has

alluded to the nature of the itIrt or identity experienced.

As such suspension may be valued in'itself apart.from the

transformations which may result, further investigation
Ís n€cessary.

An interesting and insightful e>çlanation of the

nature of human consciousness was provided Castaneda by
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don Juan F972). He did not exprore either the cybernetic-
like or autistic processing functions of the rnind expli-
citly, but referred to them collectively as áoing. To

transform oneself into a sorc€rer, one must not-do, a

process involving the induction of a liminal state from

an awareness of the inherent limitations of a particular
worldview. To end the infinite suspensions and transfor-
mations, one could become a rrman of knowledgerr character-
j;zed. by his ability to see. ïn a simple and straight-
forward manner, this exploration brings into focus not

only those processes of consciousness which interest
¿nthropologists, but also the limits i.nherent in any wo.rld-

view, as suggested by Lil1y, and Deikmanrs understanding

of the underlying awareness in consciousness.

Don Juan told Castaneda that world is as it is
through doing

-
Doing is what makes that rock a rock and that
bush a bush. Doing is what makes you yourself
and me myself .Þn Juan irj Castanãda rg72:226)

But the rock or the bush have little to d.o rvith oners

doing in their construction

Take that rock, for ínstance. To l-ook at it is
doing...,That rock is a rock because of all the
Tñffis you know how to do to it. . . .I cal1 that
doing. A man of knowledge, for instance, knows
ñFrock is a rock oirly båcause of doini r so
if he doesn I t wqnt the rock to be a ïõFáf f he
has to do is not-doigg. See what f mean? (Z2Z')

Doing is cognitive structuring, "ói-¿ài"g is suspension,

,r',;.-.'':
î :.::;t :
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moving toward transformation.

fn his complex cosmology, don Juan also dealt

with the nature of consensus. Consideri.ng the faculty
to know a ttr.ing of powerrrt he told Castaneda,

Let t s say that when everyone of us is born
we'bring with us a little ring of power; that
1ittle ring is almost immediately put to use.
So every one of us is already hooked from birth
and our rings of power are joíned to everyone
elsets. In other words, our rings of power are
hooked to the doing of the world ín order to make
the wor1d....Fõffi-stance, our rings of power,
yours and mine, are hooked right now to the doing
in this room. I¡Ie are making this room. Our rings
of power are spinning this room into being this
very moment.

You see...everyone of us knows the doing
of rooms because, in one way or anotherr wê have
spent much of our lives in rooms. A man of
knowledge, on the other hand, develops another
ring of power. f would call it the.ring of not-
gpilg,.because it is hooked. to lót-{oipg. wffi-
that ring, therefore, he can spin ãnothãr wor1d.
(in Castaneda L972:252)

wor1d.

ttspinning another worldtt is the doing of another

It is not fu1ly transcendence of cognitive struc-

turing, for both Castaneda and the sorcerer only suspend

the ord.inary world to move into another.

Stopping the wofld is the principle technique

of not-doing. It describes the li.minal state and reflects
don Juanfs conception of the world as ordÍnarily struc-
tured through socíal interaction:

A warrior is aware that the world will change as
soon as he stops talking to himself...and he
must be prepared for that monumental jolt. (Oon
Juan þ Castaneda l97l:264)
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And almost paraphrasing Victor Turner (1967), don Juan

explained the basis of the strategy

The world is such-and-such or so-and-so because
we te1I ourselves that that Ís the way it is. ff
we stop telling ourselves that the world'is so-
and-so, the world will stop being so-and-so.
(in Castaneda I97I:264)

This is stopping the world

Truly radical suspension, transcendence t oÍ self-
awareness, characterizes one who sees; that is, one who

finds himself unlimited by particular structures. rt
is achieved through the exploration of the liminal state
between the world.s of "*p=rience.

Perhaps you know now tha t. see ing happens only
when one sneaks between ttrtffi¿sr-the world
of ordinary people and the world oi sorcerers.
You are now smack in the middle point of the two.
Yesterday you believed the coyote talked to you.
Any sorcerer who doesntt see would belíeve the
same, but o:le who sees knffi that to believe
that is to be pinnffiown in the realm of sor-
cerers. By the sane token, not to bel-ieve that
coyotes talk is to be pinned down in the realm
of ordinary men. (Oon Juan in Castaneda L972:
3oo)

No where did don Juan actually describe what one

believes when he sees, for believing is áoing and des-

-
cribing cannot be seeing.

the real thing is when
see. Only then is one
Tñã r,vorld we look at ís
intent has been to show

Don Juanrs explorations

sciousness and reality may not

the body realizes it can
capapable of knowing that
onJ-y a descriptíon. My
you that. (:--972:3O2)

into the nature of con-

be an anthropological
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exercize per sêr for at no point did Castaneda suggest

that don Juan was an anthropologist nor did he claim don

Juan was attempting an anthropological perspective.

However, in reporting the teachings, Castaneda confronts

anthropology with both concepts of transformation and

transcendence, irrespective of his own failure to under-

stand the transcendent aspect.

I i :.' -i.:

r:::l::r':
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rII
Devel a Strate

A. Anthropologicat Strategies

Anthropologists describe two interrelated dimen-

sions to the experience of ASC's: the sociorogical and

cultural. The sociological dirnension has been most

deftly explored by roan Lewis (rg7r) in his study of
ecstatÍc possession states. He was concerned with the
relationships of the experience to other aspects of the

society Ín which it arises. For example, in the contexts
he studied, ecstacy often entailed a reversal of the

social hierarchy for the temporary relief of frustrations
within subjugated elements of the entire group. Rather
than women being subservient to men, when possessed they
became the masters of their husbands. The contents of
the experience served to resolve frustratíon, the socio-
logical consequence, while the social hierarchy provided.

the impetus to alter consciousness and determined the

nature of the experience, inversion.
clifford Geertz defined culture as the rrhistor-

ical1y transmitted patterns of meaningr embodied in the

syrnbolic forms Itby which men communicate, perpetuate, .

and develop their knowledgerr (rg66:3). The Tukanrs use

of yage demonstrates the cultural dimension of ecstacy,

,i::.
l:::-
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Íot the state provided an opportunity to construct,

establish and share patterns of meaning which, àt least
in part,'form their culture.

Both anthropological preoccupations, the socio-
l-ogical and the cu1tura1, .tend to obscure a third. 'i'""'

dimension of experience. This is the conscíous dimen-

sion. The exclusion of the conscious dimension does not
, :' ,,.a11owthecomprehensivenessfound,forexamp1e,inthe

knowledge of an ínformantr. don Juan. l^Iithout an under ¡,::::
.:.::: ::

standing at least as extensíve as don Juanrs, it is
difficu1ttoproper1yínterpretthenature,dírection

and purpose of particular belief systems.

B. Seeing and Controlled Fo11y: The Dilemma

An understanding of the two dimensions of con-

sciousness, binary and general-, would have allowed
' castaneda to better interpret his teachíngs. The organ-

ízation of his first three wrítings suggests that he was

unaware of the basic n¿ture of the experience to which

don Juan beckoned. His th:ird. volume, Jouiney_jlo Þ:tlan
(L972), was the result of his re-examination of don

Juanls teachings and his discovery that they were appar-

ently focussed to some extent on stopping the world,
, which is prerequisite to seeing. Although to see was of

maJor r-mportance and represented acquisition of member-
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ship in don Juants knowledger Castaneda was distracted
by his inspection of the rules for achíeving special

consensus or experiential validation of the knowledge

itself. He could not understand from such a vantage

point that stoppíng the world was beyond conceptual

thought and seeing beyond knowledge. In this respect,

Castaneda becomes a subject of a rather odd inqu íry,
especially in his failure to grasp the signÍficance of
the entire knowledge system

Stopping the world is the cessation of thought,

the quiet mind: minimally it is detachment from thought.

rt is the state which leads one to realizatíon or trans-
cendencê, yet, it can become a prototype f,or interpre-
tation. Cast¿neda, for example, stated that seeing ü/as

lfresponding to the perceptual solicitations of a world
outside the description we have learned to call real lrty,
(L972zI ). But interpretations of any reality are no

different than perceiving the reality most would agree

w€ share. the particular reality, though often impres-

sive, is unimportant: all are elernents in binary con.,

sciousness. therefore, seeing, accordring to castaneda,

becomes only another system of belief, supported by cog-

nitive structures dependent on mystical experience as an

entrance requirement much as any shamic initiation. fn
fact, it was his prediposition toward scientifical]-y-

' -4. :.
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styl-ed inqui,ry, as formed in his interest in special
consensus, which did not a1low him to understand that
the experience was beyond ttsystem.l'

1o explore this more ful1yr wê might delve into
Castaneda t s report regarding a central aspect of don

Juants teachings about a man of knowledge, controlled
fo1ly (te7l).

Apparently disappointed that he.was not success-

fu1 inticing his grandson, Lucio, into the path of be-

coming a man of knowledge, don Juan observed that one

cannot ttmake bones for a jellyfisþrr (don Juan Matus ín

Castaneda ]-}T]^:96). It was only his fol1y. Cast¿neda

immediately questioned the sentiment: had not don Juan

told him repeatedly that a sorcerer cannot have follies?
Don Juan answered paradoxically:

ft is possible to insit, to properly insist,
even though we know tha t what werre doing is
useIess....But we must know first that our acts
are useless and yet we must proceed as if we
didntt know ít. That's a sorcererrs controlled
folly. (ir Castaneda t97Iz9Z) :

Later, Castaneda asked don Juan to explain his .

controlled. fol1y. Don Juan slapped his thigh and raughed.

f am-happy that you finally asked me about
ny controlled fo1ly after so many years, and yet
it wouldn't have mattered to me in the íeast ifyou had never asked. yet, f have chosen to
feel happgr âs if I cared that you askedr âS if
Ít would rnatter that I care. That is controlled
follyl (L97L299)

Don Juan explained further he exercises his
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controlled folly with everybody, every single tíme

he acts. His actions are sincere, but those of an

actor.
' The revelations astonished Castaneda: did ít

mean that don Juan didnrt care about him, whether he

lived or died, whether he became a man of knowledge,

anythíng?

T.t did.

. Castaneda was now sure they were not talking
about the same thinE. What he had meant to ask, he

told don Juan, was that since everyone must care about

something in the world, there must be something his
friend and teacher cared about. rtl donf t think it is
possible to go on living if nothing really matters to
usrt (Castaneda L97L:101 )

that applies to you. Things rnatter to you.
You asked me about my controlled fo1ly and I-Tiõld
you that everything f do in regard to myself and
my fellow men. is fo11y, because nothing matters.

Your actsr âS well as the acts of your
fellow men in general, appear to be important
because you have lèarned to think they are im-
portant. (Don -ruãã-IÌãñs in Castaneda I97l-:
1o1-o2\ --
Castaneda felt compelled to question the meaning

of the word rtlearn.rt Don Juan answered,

tde l-earn to think about everything and then we
train our eyes to look as we think about the
things we look at. I¡Ie look at ourselves already
thínking we are important, and therefore, werve
got to feel important! But when a man learns to
see, r¡eElizãs that he can no longer think

Iì:: :'
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about the things he looks ãt, and if he cannotthink,about what he looks ât, everything becomesunimportant. (L97L:1Oó)

Don Juants teaching is not isolated or unique:

it is not particularly restricted to any tradition. For

exainple, J. Krishnamurti, in his talks with North Ameri-
can university students, emphasj,zed, that learning is
understanding in complete and total action without.
íntervening thought

rn this troublesome and complex existence, under-standing is absolutely essential. I am not usingthe word itunderstandingtt in its literal sense
because to me understanding means the very doingitself ; you do not understánd first and tfieã-õÍ
but the understanding is the doing, is the action;the two are not separaE-. (KrishnamFtj- LgTo:118i

Both men achieved the ínsight that learning and

knowledge are two different things. For don Juan, know-

ledge led to personal power n€cessary for living as a

sorcerer and warrior, but a sorcerer and warrior are

roles or postures defined as oners relationship wíthin
his society. such knowledge is, thereföre, not neces-

sarÍ1y that of the man of knowledge, who learns through
his seeing and, in being a man of knowledge, does not
necessarily have a particurar societar relationship
such as those of sorcerer or warrior. societar relation-
shipsr on the one hand, are a rnatter of applied knowredge;

on the other hand, living as a man of knowledge is an

individual or personal concern.
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Krishnamurti maintained the distinction:
the doctor, the scientist, the engineer have
accumulated knowledge and they add to Ít as newdiscoveries are made and therefore their know-ledge becomes a storehouse, a tradition, butthat is not learning; learning is onry. possiblein a state of constant movement , it "ify takesplace in the active present. (Ig7Oz99)

the man of knowledge learns through action, but
his action need not be unusual or particularly noticeable
to one not acquainted with qualitative dÍfferences in
actívíty. For the man who understands recognizes that
each act mag be his last, and each act is therefore com-

plete and of itself, if even part of an orchestration of
actions directed toward a specific Aoal

A man of-knowledge chooses a path with heart andfollows ít; and then he looks and rejoices andlaughs; and then he sees and knows. He knows thathis lÍfe will be ove?ATtogether too soon; h"' knows that he as well as everybod.y e1se, í" not .

going anywhere; he knows because he s€es thatnothing is more important than anythffi-else, 'rn
other words, a man of knoweldge hãs no-honor, nodignity, no f amily, no namer Do country, but only',life to be livedr änd under these circúmstances -

his only tie to his fellow men is his controlledfol1y. Thus, a man of knowledge endeavorsr 
";ã-sweats and puffs and if one looks at hím he isjust 1it"-any ord.inary man, except the folly ofhis life is under control.' Noth^ing being ,oá."important than anything erse, a raã of kãowledge

chooses- any ac!, and acts it out as íf it did, -and
yet he knows that it doesnrt; so when,he fulfírr=his acts he retreats in peace, and whether hisacts were good or bad, or worked. or didnrt, it is
l? yav part of his concern. (don Juaä in castaneda
L971:106-07)

the nature of the man of knowled.ge differs from:

ordin¿ry men in tha t the man of knowledge recognizes and
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understands the nature of general awareness and identifies
with that most basic aü/areness as opposed to the tacit
identifications with particurar components within binary
consciousness. Thus the man of knowledge lives in a

state of fuI1 awareness or understanding. Castanedar oD

the other hand, found it necessary to remain quite
attached to his beliefsr ând, to shatter these, required
his fu1I irnmersion into new realms of experiencing, stim-
ulated by datura, psilocybin, peyote and ,speci¿1" exper-
ience, within ASC's.

1o break away from the constructs of belief is
not a simple task. rt is not a matter of experiencing the
validity of this or that particular belief , for to sÉr
in don Juanrs terminologyt or to 1earn, in Krishnamurti?s,
requires disassociation from belief. Learning occurs in
the active present; it is the very d.oing;'it is the action
and awareness arising mutualIy, simultaneouslyr but

without an active cognitive component.

castaneda never ful1y comprehend.ed the magnitud.e

and meaning of the nonord.ínary realities to which d.on

Juan pointed. At the conclusion of his third report of
his experiences with don Juan (Lgzz), he admitted that he

was not ready to face and defeat the arly, which was a
symbolic figure, ât tímes comprísing hís sense of the

known, the acceptable, and at times stated in terms

'. i.t -.
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of the unknown. Nevertheless, Castaneda apparently went

part of the way2 following 1iterally don Juants dicturn

that a rnan of knowledge has no personal history, Castaneda 
:

purposely obscurred his own (cf. Keen 1972; lime 1973). 
:

Yet the battle with the a1ly may have been an end to it ' '

all. There would have been no need to confuse one I s

personal history or to signif icantly step outside of what 
,,,,,he had been doing (.f . Castaneda Lg74). The experience l,,l:,,:.

of this doing would have been altered.
The conscious dimension of experience, as opposed 

:':'i

to the sociological and cultural, concerns the ind.ivid.ualrs

relationship to his experience. It is interior (intro-

specfive) as opposed to exterior and cu1tural. Castanedars

failure to understand don Juants teachings was a result

of his dwelling in the cultural dimension, for this is 
.

therea1mtowhichspecia1conSenSuSapp1ies.Specia1

consensus concerns the structuring of th€ sorcerer t s world

the conscious dimension requires the exploration of trans- 
:.:,,,:,,:

formations and transcendence ¡ ot suspension, as they rè- '','

' . -;...

late meaningf ully to the individual. At the indívidual- : :: i

1evelr such exploration was required in Holl-omanrs five

day workshop at Esalen, for her leader constantly implored
,..: j:

the partícipants to ttgo deeperrt to find meaning for them- ,i, ,,,

selves
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the Conscious Dinension

A. Problems

the significant element within the experience of
the man of knowledge and the explorer within the hum¿n

potential movement is the individual t s relationship to
his experience. For example t rather than focussing on

the experience per S€r the individual will focus on his
reactÍons to it its meaning for hím. This is no less

than a state of constant inquÍry; and, in its fullest
development, the individual, paradoxically, will not see

hirnself different or apart from his experience. That is,
there will be no.subject from which to inquire. the state
is terrned radical introspection and is not available for

analysis unless personally experienced, and then only in
those instances where an informant will attenpt an explan-

ation of his knowledge in terms which are familiar. Don

Juan attempted such explanations, however, Castaneda was

unable to understand them except through generally inap-

propriate notions regarding the nature of epístemological

development.

Furthermore, many belief systems do not seem to
point toward radical- introspection as opposed to different
states within binary consciousness. fn those instances

4L
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where ASCr s are employed, the particular contents are

often of greatest importance. Therefore r wê must be

concerned wittl epistemology, for the contents cornprise

elements of an indÍvidualrs knowledge and represent the

bases for particular beliefs within a cultural system.

In his remarkable autobiography, edíted by Paul

Radin (1926), Crashing thunder described his mystical

€xperience under the ínfluence of peyote.

Again I prayed to God. f bowed my head and closed
my eyes and began to speak. I said many things
that I would ordinarily never have spoken about.
As I prayed I was aware of somethíng above me and
there He wås. He to whom I was speaking, God. .

This is what I felt and saw. The one calIed Earth-
maker, God is a spirit and He it was I felt and
saw. At least this is what f learned. I instantly
became their spiritl f was their spirit or soul.
Whatever they thought of I immediately knew. I did
not have to speak to them and get an answer to know
what their thoughts were. Then f thought of a
certain place far away, and immediately I u¡as there.
f was my.thought. (7926:190) 

,

Crashing thund,erts experience was one of ttunlty:"

he was in union with the archetypal presence, or God, and

his manifestation, the Holy Spirit. The experience en-

croached on radical íntrospection for he conceived himself

to be his very thought: there was nothing different, no

thinker ;- just thought. But one notices that in a return

to the actual experiential context that radical Íntro-

spection is not fu1ly indicated:

I looked about and watched the people around me
and then when I opened my eyes I was myself'ín
body again. From now on thus it shall be, I fe1t.
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This is the way they are and I am only now be
ginning to find out. "411 those who heed God must
be thus. I shall not need any more food for am f
not my spirit? f sha1l have no motre use of my
bodyi my corporeal affairs are over.rt ftus I fe1t.
(1eo-1el )

Although one may only conjecture, referring to .':r.:',i
'.:,,: :,:. .: 

:-: :'- .

his own experience, which, at any rate, is the inherent

nature of scientific thought, it appears Crashing Thunder's

mysterious and miraculous experience of being where he 
,,,,, ,,,.;,,-,.,..

: .:,-.:-..:-:,;, .:

thoughttendedtobeanongoingfocusonthoughtthat
.;. _.i:._: ..:.

is, he did not turn quite around and notice the origin of ,,,t,',,',.

his thoughts. In his tacit acceptance of their presence ,

hewasnotun1ikemostmen,fromanysocietYlanytrad'i-
.

tion. His experience hras not self -realization, for, as Radin 
I

suggested in his description of Crashing Thunder, the long i

inward search continued. One cannot be at all sure about 
:

how far he did pry into his consciousness following the 
i

experience, for such prying is not revealed in his auto- ,. i

,

biography: it was neither his purpose nor was it asked for.
. , -:_:1.-.

It is, therefore, necessary to question the rela- i,,.¡,',',"-'.,',,
-.., ,t-,.-

tionship of various ASCrs and their contents to the ulti- ,r,,...'',¡,,,,¡,.,','

mate state manifested as radical- introspection. For ex-

arnple, don Juan employed different methods which were to

create for Castaneda a separate world, the sorcererf s world 
;,..,,,,.., ,,.:,
ii ;j::-':''1 ' "å

His purpose was to have Castaneda stop the world, which is

to enter a liminal state, and the meaning of which don

Juan wished Castaneda to explore. His primary technique
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was to weaken Castanedats insistence on approaching non-

ordinary reality and, importantly, ordinary reality from

a predominately Western scientific worldview.

this chapter contains an examination of data ob-

tained from experimental settings utiljzíng psychoactive

agents, primarily lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD), to

suggest a theory of psychogenesis and epistemology. This

theory encompasses the activities of binary consciousness

and is not at varíance with ethno-methodological specu-

lation, however, it also accounts for an important aspect

of all experience, the noetic element otÍ consciousness.

Regardless of the nature of an experience there is always

a subject or knower or, ultimately, simplyr âwâr€ness.

An understanding of psychogenesis is necessary

in order to appraíse the beliefs resulting from ASC's,

as well as the particular experiences within such states.

the analysis of the psychedelic experience indicates that

the development of one I s conscious life is a process of

individuation. The formation of complex matrices of con-

ditioned structures results in the loca ]jzation of aware-

ness and sinultaneously determines the nature of that

awareness.

Epistemological consideratíons suggest that the

development of the individual is accompanied by the cor-

responding development of his knowledge in such a manner
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that the two are indiv¡Lsibl-e, except in a state of radical
introspect ion.

B. Prefigurative Actions

Consciousness ís multidimensional and is formed

in introspective process. It finds its .basis in enviro-

mentaL and proprioceptive stimuli, received, screened and

directed by the various sensing organs. This rnaterial is
constructed psychodynamically through incipient organi-

zationai- actions Jean Piaget (L97I) has ca11ed logico-
ma t hema t ical .

Piaget concluded, from his examinat.ions of the

childrs construction of reality, that a child's knowledge

is not the ttmere recording of sensorial data but includes

an active organization in which decisions and preinferences

intervene.tr Putting it another wày, rrthere 'is a neces-

sary collaboratÍon between the data offered by the object

and the actions or operations of the subjectrt (L97ttB7).

the logico-mathe¡natical units resulting from such action

represent abstractions of knowledge trbased on action and

no longer on objects themselvesrr (7I), which results ín

the enrichment of...

the object with characteristics or new relation-
ships which retain its characteristics or previous
relationships, yet completing them by systems of
classification, numerical order, measure and so
forth.... (197r:67)
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These ions are the foundations for more elaborate

perception and resulting knowledge structures, which rep-

present generally verbal organizations of perceptual ma-

terial.

However we do not ordinarily re cognlrze the struc-
tural background or experience the.development of our

cognitive matrices. We cannot, fox the nature of binary

consciousness is such that the knower is inseparable from

what is known. Michael Polanyí (tÖO+, L966) explained :

the psychodynamic processes governing itknowíngrt ín terms

of the tacit dimension, which is inherently línited to

the relationships bonding knower and known..

Both the subject and object of cognition are sub-

sumed within the tacit dinension as the proximal and dis-
tal components. According to Polanyi (Lg66), the distal
element is specifically rrknown.f it can be told. But the

proximal element consists" of that information not te11able

and upon whích one relies to.know what he knows. This is
the subject in binary consciousness. Yet the proximal

component relies on the d.istal or explicit for activation
as part of the individual's knowledge process.

We may say in general, that we are aware of the
proximal term o'f an act of knowing in the appear-
ânce of its distal term; we are aware of thãt from
which we are attending to another thing, in th--
appearance of that thinfr (folanyí 7966:11-)

Experiencing of tacit or proximal knowledge occurs

el*
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in indwell-irg, which is potentially experienced in three

nrays (eolanyi L964), each representing progressívely

greater alterations in normal conscious functioning.

Fírst, one may dwe11 in the particulars of action or in-
formation presented to him. ft is in this manner the

student learns through internalization of concepts which

his teachers attempt to communicate. It is a process in
whÍch a complex ski1l is learned by watching the actions
of an already skilled master. Jean piaget (L954) labeled

this first form ffassinilationr'r charact erízirng it as the

primary process of learning reality: that is, becoming a

particular center of knowledge. It is noteworthy that it
is to the extent the ctrild puts aside egocentricity or,
in other words, the action moCe of binary consciousness,

and takes-in stimuli without purposeful- action, that it
is a successful process of learning (Piaget Ig54).

Secondly, indwelling occurs through the focussing

of awareness on a target which is to be understood in re-
lation to elements which may have been of prior focus, but

which are tacit components of the present focus. Within

this second formr. êD individ.ual learns to perceive rela-
tionship: it is active contemplatíon of a focal object,
idea, dwelling in the object and allowing functional bar-

riers to the subject-object division to slip easily. This

process is important in the devel-opment of cognítive struc-
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tures, which are the reservoire for proximal material.
The third is passive contemplation in whích an

individual is uninterested in focal perception. Rather,

it is marked by a wishful abandonment to sensate experience

without cognitive thought. rf one were to think, he would

no longer be available to the impact of.the experíence,

occupÍed otherwise by his thoughts, although thoughts, too,
may form a distal element of interior perception.

the conceptual framework by which we observe and
manipulate things being present as a screen be-
tween ourselves and thesê, their sights and sounds
and the sme1l and touch of them transpire but ten-
uously through this screen, which keeps us aloof
from them. Contemplation dissolves this screen
Contemplation has no ulterior meaning: in it we
cease to deal with things and become absorbed in
the inherent 'quality of our experience, for its own
sake. (Polanyi 1,9642197)

P:assive contemplation approaches self-rearízation,
the second forrn of consciousness, general awareness. But,

as Polanyi irnplied some degree of sensate experience, it
m¿y not be fu1ly self-awareness. Nevertheless, the study

of the state has led to'some insights into the workings of
consciousnessr particularly its general organization, con-

struction, and the nature of alterations to its so-called
normal functioning

1o understand, for example, the nature of contem-

plation, Arthur Deikrnan (1969b) analyzed the experience of
subjects who were asked to meditate on a vase. The results
of his experiment suggest that the structures which govern
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the signalizatíon of sensate material are first affected

in the alteration of consciousness. The early alterations
represent deautomatízation of subcortical funct' tr' ttpr€-

sumably by reinvesting actions and percepts with attentÍont'
(oeitcman L969b:31 ) .

C. Psychedelic Experiences: their fmplications

Irm seeing something...well, 1-ike...Ítts dark, but
I see something like the tail of a peacock...but
at the sane time itrs like...everything, in move-
ment. . . like fireworks, . no? Much like a. . . the back-
ground of, letfs say...of certain Persian minia
tures. There's something Oriental about.al1 this.
Oh, tapestries, libetan tapestries....Sometimes it
makes me think of ...that de.coratÍve Arabic script,
sone sura of the Koran. Rather in dark colors;
sometñæ it appears white, but more often than
not it is a dalk red. It passes. . . it is gone from
...it is oblique in my field of visíon. It goes

. from top left to bottom right. There is a very
gentle f1ow. Norry it is changing...a11 the colors
of the spectrum, as. . .yêS r undulating. . . but in
some way the arches of each undutation sepafate and
form different motifs. (Reichel-Dolmatoff f s account-
of his experience with Banisteríopsis Caapi, 1972'.
e1)

the initial alterations of the psychedelic exper-

ience ar€ also most commonly changes in sensatíon. Colors

ar€ more vivid; body image and proprioception changes;
.l

geometric patterns enter the visual fiel-d, either as ei-

detic images, undifferentiated frorn other elements of per-

ception, or as if in one's vísua1 fieLd with the eyes

closed; sounds are enriched; tactile sensations afe sên-: . '

suous; often synetiresia occurs sounds are ttseenrr
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swirling, undulating, flashing a touch can become a

brilliant fireworks display or a sound, and so on. There

need be no particular meaning to the perceptual changes,

but there will be changes in abstraction. 
.,,.,),,

Here, in the initial experience in an altered ::::-::::i:j

state, induced by psychoactive drugs, lies a fundamental

operative principle underlying the variety of experiences

within ASC|s. Perception, which is a primary function in ,,¡,,,.,r,,

consciousness, is somehow altered. The changes occur with- t ,t.
''...-.:_. ::...

in the signaLízatÍon of stirnuli withín subcortícal process. i""'"'''

the rtknowledge experiencet' outlined in its basic

dynamicsbyJeanPiagetisinítia11ymanifested'inthe
:

signal ization of stimuli. the formation of incipient or- ,

l

ganízation in signalization is a dimension of experience 
i'ì

ofwhichweaÏenotaware.ArthurDeikmansug9estedthat

themindisorganizingactivitiesandsuchactivityis

self-evident. ït is in our relationship with the external

environment that organízation takes p1-ace orr more spe,ci- 
i,,,,,,1,i,..i,

fica1Ly, our relationship to the other world is this or- ,' 
..

't 
tt." 

"-t 

t 
'ganizíng. John Lilly (1968) considers this processing 

" 
'

basic to mental functioning, and thus explains the psyche-

delic experience as one in which normal precepts are

a].tered:thatis,detachedfromthesensationwhichthey

def ined, producing, instead, rrwhite noise. r'

fn the analysis of the effects of LSD-25 on the
human mind, a reasonable hypothesis states ttrat
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the effect of these substances on the human com-
puter is to introduce trwhite noisett (in the sense
of randomly varying energy containing no signals
of itself) in specific systems of the computer.
These systems and the partition of noise among
them vary with concentration of substance and with
substance used. (1968:53)

the peculiar effects of drug intoxÍcation or, for
that matter t àny altered state, however induced, is due,

again, to the operative principle where...

the human computer operates in such a way as to
make signals out of noise and thus to create
information out of random energies where there
was no signal. . . . (Li1l-y 1968:53)

the ttnoisert is available for conditioning by structures

normally reserved in the unconscíous

Reichel-Dolmatoffrs experience was one where he

continually searched for appropriate abstractions which

would llclassifyt' visual percepts. One should note he was

already classifying them at one 1evel ttltm seeing some-

thing....tr the fact he rrs¿q¡rt is indicative of prefiguring

of knowledge, for the most distinctive feature in the

settíng was the variety of sounds by dancers and. flutes

(Reíchel-Dolrnatoff 1969). the search for meaning regar-

ding the percepts represents' a yet Ï'íltrer:ord.er of 'organ-

ízi;ng function, andr' âs such, is beyond mere automatic

ínterpretation. Reichel-Dolmatoff had, to continue looking

and, in so doing, he altered the imagerythroughhís con-

scious participatÍon within it. that is, through the in-

ÍtiaI act of ascribing meaning, the images appear to under-
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go a s€ries of transformations moving from fireworks to

Persian miniatures, to Tibetan tapestries, to forms

appearing like Arabic script, and on to a variety of other

motifs. this experience involved the active use of his

consciousness to provide a tape recording of his experience

under yage and thus differs from those experíences where

there may be less need for verbal interpretations.

lwo processes are revealed in Reichel-Dolmatoffts

reported state of conscíousness. First is the incipient
oxganization of sensation into ttknowntt mafrices of signals,

In this instance they were visual the signalization

occured automatically. The sensations, even if derÍved

fron sound, were automaticaLly processed visually.
Deiknan cal1s this process "automatizationtt (1969). It

occurred as a result of prior deautomatization of ordinary

sígnalization of normal patterns of sensate interpretation.

At this juncture, there was no active reinvestment of

attention, but, metaphorica1ly, the subcortÍcaI process

attempted, to re-create focus on sensation and in so doing

interpret, Secondly, active attention occurred at a higher

structural leveL in his atternpted cognitive classification.

However, Reichel-Dolmatoff points out, hinself, in his

discussion of the lukants e>çerience, this proc€ss alters
the very contents of the experience as they attempt to

achieve consensus regard.ing the nature of their hal1-ucin-
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ations, while hallucinating.

the changes at the sensory level, according td

Masters and Houston (1966), permit an individual to be

ffegd. . . 
.,., :, .

from the limitations of hÍs o1d ways of perceiving ,
thinking, and feeling. It would seem that only
when consciousness has been fieed from these limi-
tations is the unconscious free'to release (and
consciousness able to accept?) those materials
and initiate those pto."..ä" *fri.ft become conscious :.,.,:.:-.:,:.:

and increasingly puiposive as the subject moves ,-,i1,,:',ì
from one leve1 to the next. (ï'Íasters and Houston
L9662L77 -78) 

,',,,,- 
,.,,,,,,.

From their observations of 2cl6 drug sessions and 
1: '; :: :

material gained through interviews with another 2!4 per-

sons Masters and Houston have deterrnined three other le- '

veLs of the psychedelic experience distinct from the sen

sory: the recollective-analytic, the syrnbolic, and the

integral. These levels are conceived and ordered in the

light that their data...

so strongly suggest a tendenc¡z or impetus toward
self,-actual-i,zation.that can be set into motion
and then may carry the person to a high degree .',,,, , ,,

of self-fulfiLlment in the psychedelic experience. '::':::'::::
(L966 za) : :

'. . a., .

::.::.: r:::.:.:

i the recol-lective-analytic level is characterízed

by relatively normalízed perception. The emotive tone

becomes deeper, thinking rnul-tidirnensional, involving mem- 
:.: :,..

ories previously lost to consciousness and new perceptions .',,' ':,-',.,

to counter the possible effects òf prior misperceptions

of forgotten or repressed events. Although only 40 percent
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of their subjects reached the third level, iufasters and

Houston characterize progression though the recollective-

analytíc to successfully culminate in the symbolic 1eve1

through the organizatíon of the recollected and analyzed

materials into a recapitulative statement consisting of

a t'c1ear formulation of the subject's objectives, 1Ífe
patternr or specific conflicts and problemsrl (19ó6:18ó)

Stanislav Grof (1-973) notes from his observations

of over 21600 LSD sessions that onset of the psychodynarnic

1eve1 ¡ oÍ recollective-analytic in Masters and Houstonts

terminologyt is marked by interpretations of negative emo-

tional quality-. He suggests that the sensory l-evel of the

experience is marked also by changes in abstraction, which

witt commonly have positive and negative emotional quali-
ties. Objects may be seen in new and beautiful ways or

they rnight. . . be experienced as disgusting and. re-
vulsive, dangerous and aggressive, or lascivious
and obscene. Such a situation represents a traìì-
sition from the abstract to the pêychodynamic
1evel of the LSD experience. The emotions rnodi-
fying and coloring the abstract imagery belong,
in such cases, to relevant biograptrical material
of the experíencer. (Grof l973zL9-2O)

the recollective-analytic or psychodynamic leve1

of the experience is important: it is the leveL in which

a subject t'works-throughtt his problems by Itgoing-deeperil

into thern. thus, it is this 1eve1 in which the individual

works-through his negative material. this material, both

negative and positive, Grof has label-ed systems of conden-
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ced experience or COEX systems. these are the forms of

psychodynamic organization of experience, differing in

character, intensity, and number in different individuals.

None are exclusive of the others, but may function inde- 
..:.

pendently. Each assembles and relates experience of simi- '' '

1ar emotional tone, theme and content. Ernotive tone,

theme and content are interrelated aspects of all exper- 
:,,.,,.,.ience, whether or not , f or example, the experience con- 
:,,: ,,,,,

tains a specifically l"g"tive or positive affect. Further- ,,,.,,,,,

more, COEX systems conditíon ongoing experiårr"e: ':'.:':-;:::

In a complicated interaction with the environment,
theyinf1uencese1ective1ythesubject|SPercep-.
tion of himself and the wor1d, his feelings anã
thinkiìrg and even many somatic processes. (Grof
1973:22) :

fn the genera 1lrzíng purposes of psychotherapy ,

GrofdÍstinguishesmatricesofnegativeandposítive

characteristic and then, ir actual practice, is primarily

concerned with the effects of negative COEX systems which

inhibit the individualts d^evelopment. Thus he understands 
,,,,,,,,,

his subjectsr âs do Masters and Houston, to proceed through ,,,,.,,,:,--,

lega- .' 
"'"'"

tive experience, presumably the contents of specific COEX

systems, reliving themr ând eventually real- ízi.:ng in the

symbolic 1eve1 related'aspects upon which obstacles to ": i

his development have been built.

the symbolic 1eve1 al1ows one to resolve a problem
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free from the incumbrances and resistances usually found

in the 1iteral, factual elements of the recollective-

analytic stage. That is, within the symbolic leveI the

ttproblemstr or psychodynamics, which have blocked the indÍ-

vÍdual's development, are marshalled into synbolic confi-
gurations to the tempo of appropriate mythical constructs,

permitting some separation of the ind.ividual frorn his own

history. the mythical constructs are more generally recog-

nizable. Jung devoted much of his work to the discovery

r the analysis of

both societyrs myths and his patientsr dreams.

üJhen someone perceives his life in symbolic terms

in his recapitulation, Masters and Houston understand he

rnay be ready for participation in symbolic action. ff,.
symboi ization..

initiates a process wherein image, ideation, sen-
sation, ândr f ina11-y, affect work for the person
and, when final orchestration is aãÎiÏeved., bring,
about some degree of positive transformation.
(t966:3o1)

Grof understands the symbolic materÍals to be

generally determined, by perinatal experiences whÍch cor-
respond to particular COEX structures. Following and

amending the work of Otto Rank (Lgzg), who first suggested

the importance of reliving all or some aspects of the birth
experience in therapy, Grof subdivides the experience into
four stages: primal union with mother, antagonism with
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mother, synergism with mother, and separation from mother

the prefigurative experience of the chi1d, d.is-

cussed by Píaget, is structured according to a self-
organ izing principle ; i. e. , at the outse t of development 

:: :.,

there are naturally no referents through which the child i. .,.'

mi9htre1atehisexPerience,GrofSuggestS,however'

that such material is available in perinatal e>q)eriences 
: :t::a concrete and nearly universal foundation upon which 

.:."..

conditioning is built' 
,,,,.,,

The first stage r primal union with mother, has : : ;

both negative and positive aspects. Grof believes the
l

undisturbed intrauterine experience to be relived both 
:

in the concrete biological sense and in the symbol-ic of
.

icosmÍc unity. fn regard to conditioning and the deveJ_op-

ment of rel-ated coEX systems, the undisturbed state appears

to represent the basis for those experiences ín which one

is relaxed, free of needs and unpleasant stimuli. I

the d.ísturbed intrauterine experience Ís contained , ,,. :......

within the perínatal stage, prirnal union, but which cLas 
.

:_:-: :::-:
sical1-y and characteristícally is generated in the second ::::

stagen antagonism with mother. ft does not always lead

tobirth.rnanyevent,thisisessentia11ythefirst

tns ', 
,

generate thq foundations for the experience of dark,
dangerous, trapped, ?tNo-Exit tt situations
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He experiences indescribable suffering and cannot
see the way out of this situationr D€ither in tirne
nor space. the whole world is seen as an apoco-
lyptic p1ace, full of wars, epidernics, and horrors,
and human life appears as totally meaningless and
absurd. (Crof L973z3O)

this second stage is the basis for conditioning and devel-

oping structures concerned with extremely unpleasant €X-

períence, including existential crisis where the indivi-

dual feels overwhelmed and threatened with annihilation
by an external force

Synergisrn with mother, the third stage, is related
to the second of actual delivery and can be relived in it,.
biological sense in the experíence of propulsion through

the birtn :"nal . It is ttvolcanic ecstacyrtt often formed.

in the LSD session as a death-rebirth struggle. It ís
most characteristically a t'highly sensual arrd dynamic

'

experience in which agony fuses with pleasuret' (Grof Ig73z

30). As a memory matrix, Grof associates the third stage

wÍth experiences involving intense sensual and sexual

elements, excíting and dangerous activities and scatolo-
g ical elrposures ,

Transformative experience is initially manifested

in the final stage, separation from mother. Rather than

a death-rebirth struggle, the experience is spiritual,

dÍstinguished as the death-rebirth experience :

The subject experiences enormous expansion of space
and has visions of radiant fight and beautiful-
colors. the symbolism associated with this exper-
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ience is usually religious or mythological, and.
ínvolves elements of liberation, salvation, re-
dernption or victory over a powerful enemy.
(Grof 1973237)

Experience related to the fourth stage in memory constella-
tions are those involving major personal success and re-
lease from prolonged. situations of danger

The intrauterine and birth experiences are normally

unaccounted ín their possibl-e assocíative bases in the

development of cognitive matrices by the chiId. Howev€r,

birth involves definite actions and ::esponses by the fetus

and in as much as the e>çerience is his as well as the

mother,s, it is natural that it should be stored. and later
serve as basis for conditioning stimuli. Furthermore, the

disturbed intrauterine experience. can be suggested as

an initial and significant stage of differentiation of .the

fetus from his environment. It culminates in the final
stage, separation, having pleasures of its own.

is placed on the general- ized,Clearly the emphasis placed on

progression through conditioned structures of every íncrea-

síngdepthisaresu1toftherecog]1itionbyvariouSre

searchers of the process of transformation. Íf, for some

reasonr âD índividual is limited to specific systems of

interpretation: or, that ig COEX systems, and., uJ-tirna tel-y,

conditioning generated ín perinatal e>q)erience, he will
be unable to affect a lasting transforrntion. The psyche-

delic experience facilitates the eliminatíon of such exclu-
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sivity in interpretation. Furthermore, at no tirne does

Grof refer to the source of such d.istortions as within
the birth experience itself ¡ tãther, they may arise from

any variety of life experience. simply, whatever distor-
tions do occur, they will be related to similar material

contained within perinatal matrices

As such, the birth experience is usually not

experienced early in the psychedelic session nor would

one expect that, when such experiences do occur, would

they follow the biological order. Grof has found that
the second and third stages¡ ant¿gcfnism rvith mother and

synergísm with mother, respectively, occur first in dis-
turbed individuals. rn relatively undisturbed índivÍduals,
the experíence of undisturbed intrauterine existence occurs

in either the actual reliving (if it is "actualtt) or in
some symbolic, cosmic form, early ín the psychedelic

session. fn any casg, this is active involvement, whether

in symbolic or biological action

The f inal stage of the psychedelic ex¡perience, the

integral or transpersonal, is manifested in either reli-
gious or mystical experience (Masters and Houston 1966).

ReIigíous e>çerience evolves from the syrnbolic t'working

throughrf of oners problems and is often imrned,iately pro-

ceeded by conceptuarization (and in the e>çerimental sessior¡

reporting) of the nature of oners existence as it has been
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dominated to the present by problerns of all sorts revealed

in the earLier stages of the psychedelic voyage. Masters

and Houston report the summation is usually stated in

symbolic-analogic terms and is an irnplicit acknowledgement

of readiness to ftgo deeper.rt

Re1-igious experience generates sustained altera-
tions in the ind.ividualfs lifeway, and, in the psychedelic

session, ís a conf,rontation with the rground of beingrt'

wherein those behavioral patterns inhibiting self-
development are erased and new insights and sources of,

energy are discovered for reorientation. this is trans-

formative experience , àt the personal 1evel, leading

generally toward self-actualization

Abraham Maslow (Lg62) predicated humanistic psy-

chology on the assumption of a capacity and drive within
individuals toward emotional growth and experienced com-

petence within relationships in society, described by the

term self-actualization. this may be achÍeved through

psychedel-ic therapy or e><perience in which an ind,ividual

e>çeriences a transformation of cognitive structures u¡hic?l

had previously inhibited his development. However, Mas-

lowts consideration of mystical rrpeak experiencesti (irg7},

L}T1-) led him to consider that self-realization resulted.

in self-actualizing ind.ividuals. Self-realization concerns

intrapersonal rather than interpersonal d,ynamics, and is
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the donain of a relatively new branch of psychology, trans-
personal psychology (suticrr 1973). lranspersonal concern

Ís, then, involved witrr questions regarding the nature of'
on€f s self or of hj-s origins, beyond the physiological

and cultural dimensions of his experience. This is the

orientation of the mystical experience, defined by Masters

and Houston.

the mystical experience suggests less radical
change than the religious. In its authentic configur-
ation, i.e., its most meaningful, transformative type,
the introverted experience, Ivlasters and Houston have

found that of all 2Cl6 subjects probably only six had such

an experience. These people were considered superior in
intelligence, well-adjusted and creative. All, interes-

.;
tingly, were over forty. The lasting effects were limited
generally to greater absorptÍon and fascínation regarding

the ttparticulars of existencertr if , for no other reason,

the individ.uals were already actual íz1mg their potential
in accordance with Maslowrs concept of self-actualizatj.on.

the mystical state differs from the religious in
its primary focus. I¡Ihereas the religious e>çerience Leads

toward self-actualizatíon to a large extent and, to self-
realization to a lesser extent, the mystical e>çerience

is the realization of oners self, âlteringlan individualfs
later orientation to the world in so far as he perceives

l. :;:" r
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greater harmony between himself and the world. The mys-

tícal experience is less noticible in outward behavior,

more noticible in the inward ?,attitude, brought into his
e>çerience.

Thus the peak religious experience, which requires
movement through the various levels of psychedelic exper-
ience, reflects an orientation and need to eliminate
obstacles to development. on the other hand., the rnystÍca1

e>çerience is limited to those who possess both a readí-
ness and maturity for the experience, and who move in
psychedelic sessions quickly through the relatively unirn-

portant recollective-analytic or psychod,ynamic, the prepar-

ation of the symbolic, which is reducible to perinatal
configurations, into the integral.

The following is Alan Wattsf account of the psyche-

delic experience beginning at the recapitulative level ,

irnmediately preceding the symbolic and,'following the

recollective-analytic. His narrative moves into the sym-

bolic or perinatal, culninating in the integral. It is
not necessarily representative, for the psychedelic ses-

sion represents a muLtilevel, multid.imensional experience

and will not often follow a d,iscrete order. fn some in-
stances, different psychodynamic r¡aterials are worked-

through quickly to the symbolic, perinataL experience,

with a return to the recollective-analytic for the e>çlor-
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ation of yet other ttproblems.rr

the feel ing of self is no longer confined
to the inside of the skin. Instead, my indivi-
dual being seems to grow out from the rest of
the universe like a hair from a head or a limb
from a bodyr So that my center is also the cen-
ter of the whole. f fínd that in ordinary con-
sciousness I am habitually trying to ring myself
off from this totalíty, that I am perpetually on:
the defensive. But what am I trying to protect?
Only very occasÍona11y are my defensive attitudes
directly concerned with warding off physÍca1
damage or deprivation. For the most part I am
defendíng rny defenses: rings around rings around :

rings around nothing. Guards insíde a fortress
inside entrenchments inside a radar curtain. The
military war is the outward parody of the way of
ego versus the world: only the guards are safe. ,'

In the next war only the air force will- outlive
women. and children

f trace myself back 'through the labyrinth
of my brain, through the innurnerable turns by l

which f have ringed m¡zself off and,, by perpetual
circling, obliterated the original train whereby
I entered this forest. Back through the tunnels

through the devious status-and-survival stra--
tegy of adult 1ife, through the intèrminable
passages which we remember in dreams -- a1l- the
streets we have ever traveled, the corridors of
schools, the winding pathways between the legs of
tabLes and cha irs where one crawled âs a child,
the tight and bloody exit f:com the wonb, the foün-
tainous surge through the channel of the:penis,
the timeless wanderings through ducts and spongy
caverns. Down and back through ever-narrowing
tubes to the point where the passage itself is the
traveler a thin string of molecules going

. through the trial and error of getting itself,in-
to the ríght order to be a unit of organic 1ife.
Relentlessly back and back through endless and
whirling dances in the astronomiãal1y proportioned
spaces which surround the original nuclei of the
wor1d, the centers of centersr ãs remotely distant
on the inside as the nebulae beyond our galaxy on
the outside.

Down and at last out
maze to recogníze in and as
traveler, the forgotten yet
the original ímpuLse of all

out of the cosmic
myself, the bewildered
farní1iarsensation of
things¡: supr€me iden-
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tj-ty, inmost 1ight, u1tímate center, self more
. me than myself. Standing in the midst of Ellats

garden f feel, with a peace so deep that it sings
to be shared with at1 the world, that at last f
belong, that f have returned to the home behind
home, that f have come into the inheritance un-
knowíngly bequeathed from all my ancestors since
the beginning. Plucked l-ike the strings of a harp,
the warp and woof of the world reverberate witfi
memories of triumphant hymns. The sure foundation
upon which I had sought to stand has turned out to
be the center from which I seek.. The elusive sub-
stance beneath all forms of the universe is dis-
covered as the immediate gesture of my hand. But
how did I ever get lost? And why have f traveled
so far through these intertwined tunnels that f
seem to be the quaking vortex of defended defen-
siveness which is my conventional self? (Watts
L962:65-69)

An often overlooked but critical element of

experience, pârticularly the íntroverted. mystical €>(pêr-

ience, is the noetic element. Abraham Maslow calls this
the rtplateau experienceff when realized as itself wittrin
transcendence z

This is a serene and ca1m, rather than,poignantly
emotional, climatic, autonomic-response to the
miraculous, the awesome, the sacralized., the
Unitive....So far as I can now teLL, the high
plateau experience 3lwags_ has a noetic and cog-
nitive element. . .. (ÏØEiv) ,

Alan üIatts, expärience suggests the nature of the
trplateau experíencerr in his íd.entification outside the

l-imíts of his defenses; that is, his recognition of his
grounding in general awareness, underlying the universe.

the dÍscovery of this underlyíng awareness is the nature

of the introverted mystical- experience. ft is commonl5r

phrased in terms of €v€r=€xpanding awareness: awareness
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encompassing more and more as the rrdoors of perceptionrt

are opened, but, fÍnally, discovering how it is, itself,
illuminated, for in its expansion, it encompasses itself.'

D. The Noetic Element: Extending the Concept of
Consciousness

there are two significant dimensíons to ASC'.s.

the socio-cultura1 is inclusive of both the cultural and

sociological and has to do with the relationship of the
individual to elements outside his skin. The other is
the conscious d,imension which concerns the relationship
of the individual to himself. Here is precisery the
differentiating element in transformative experience.

ldhereas the lukan and other groups using ASC's in rites
of passage enter liminal states to be conditioned by the
nythology of their groups to learn new ways of being, the
psychedelic subject in most of the experímental session!
is primarily í'nterested in transforming not only his ways

of perceiving, his cognitÍve structur"r'bua often Ís con-
cerned with the personal sÍgnificance or meaning of such

transformatÍons. His attention is on the relationship
he has to his experience.

The shamic experience represents transforma'tion in
the manner in which one sees reality. rt serves to aLlow
naterial- which forms the basis of binary consciousness to
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€merge through various stfuctures of cognition from psycho-

dynamic matrices, including those associated with birth.
Here is the reservoire of all archetypal materials and

the origins of a group's mythology. It is toward such

experience which Coult pointed in his suggestion that the

anthropologist's first f ield trip..,shou1d be into the hid-
den layers of his own mínd. Here there is litt1e, if ângr

concern with how the ind.ividu¿1 perceives himself .

ff the transformative experience can be investi-
gated from either or both the socio-cu1tura1 dirnension

and the conscious dímension, the transcendent experience

cannot. fn the psychedelic session transcendence is
achieved usually only within the Íntrovertive mystical

state, andr âs this state concerns consciousness, ít can-

not reflect socio-cuItural concerns.

1o define the nature of the conscious orÍentation
one may consider Ram Dassr (neet Richard Alpert) approach

to a practice or discipline known as karma yoga (Ig7t).
Karma yoga concerns self-realization through action, work.

The nature of the traditional practice is to conceive a

god, Krishna, as a witness to all one I s actions which are

devoted to hirn. For l¡Iestern interests, Rarn Dass ca11s

this an exercize or program for realization
ft begins in the rational-manipulative mode with-

:

in binary consciousness as an act to create a witness
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wbich is brought into one's 1ife. This witness is to be

conceptualized as a disinterested person; a person to

which one cannot attr ibute any motives or values. The

witness only observes and does not evaluate and there-
fore differs from that element in binary consciousness

which called it into being. Yet, as one identifies with
the evaluative mode of consciousness, usually perceived

as oners êgo¡ he must learn to identify with or nbecomert

the witness to free himself from other identities. rf
one were digging a ditch, he woul-d I'meerly see a d.ítch

being dug" (Ram Dass !g71:66).

However, this witness one creates is not the

same as serf-rearízation and must be transcended. rt is
only a method of breaking identification with roles and.

of expanding awareness outsid.e the limits inherent to
particular roles, which, for some reason, one has assumed.

You will also note that as you break identifica-
tíon with more and more roles and begin to 1íve
more ca1m1y in the witness, that you begin to ¡be
aware of much more. You begin to see how the
laws of the universe are manifesting in all as-
pects of nature, outst¿ndingly those which you
have so recently been involved withr' such as your
body and personality....This experience of seeíng
how ít ís...is a very heady feeling. ft must be
witnessed, too, or else you will get, caught in a
new ego game of playing tlthe eye of Godt' -- while
stil-l being you. This is a sticking'point for
many intefieêtuaIs. They enjoy intãriectual power
so much tha t they cannot forgo it by lvitnessing
it...Ín order to go the finaÍ step in which thãy
give up their separateness'as an individual
trknowertt to dissolve in the sea of knowledge.
(Ram Das 1971,:69)
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the witness or personal construct must be trans-

cended to enter a state of self-rea1 ization.

It is well to keep in mind that whatever device
you choose as a third focal point, it is a
temporary crutch. It is dualistic in nature.
Once you have successfully broken identifj-cation
wíth the Doer, and are solely the witness or a
servant of Krishna, or whatever, then you must
go the final step in which servant and master,
wítness and that which is witnessed become One.
the goal is non-dualistic. The means is dual-
istic. Such a means is a sturdy vessel to get
you across the ocean of samsara fill-usion the
binary consciousnessJ. Once you reach the far
shorer you leave the boat behind. (Ram Dass
L97I 269-7O)

the nature of karma yogar âs interpreted by Ram

Das, is such that it is directed toward introspection

Karma yoga acconplishes at a far slower pace what the

psychedelic session might accomplish in eighteen hours --
the individualrs working-through his ordinary conditions

of knowing in order that he may experience himself more

futLy. The practice of karma yoga leads one to focus

concern in something conceived as outside normal.activity,

as non-judgemental, as, sinply, aware. ff fo1l-owgd, it

allows the individual to become detached frorn psychody-

namic matrices to the extent these inhibit his fu11 ex-

periencing.

The psychedelic experience is essential.ly intro-
spective in nature. ft requires the detachment by the

indivídual fron his psycnoAynarníc programming in order
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that he may experience transformation. In the ASC, he

explores psychodynamic and perinatal matería1 by first
reviewing or reliving it and then summar izíng his findings

Lt is, however, to the extent that the setting (the guid-

ance provided and the environmental circumstance) a= well
as his own set (his expectationsr preconceptions, and pre-

dispositions) are manipuJ.ated. that transformation is
accomp1ished.outsidesuchcontexts,onemayon1yhave
wierd experiences whích he may or may not later believe

to be meaningful. In this context, the individual is
open to new conceptions of reality. and, açtain, it is to

the extent that both set and setting are cond.itioned that
he will have an experience conforming to the general expec-

tations of a group ir, for example, such contexts as rites
of passage, shamic rites, etc.

The claim, therefore, that one has had m¡zstical

e>çerience does not mean tha t he has reached or exper--

ienced the ul-tirnate consciousness, self-realízation. fn
t :.

theaccountprovid.edbyA1anI¡Iatts'onecanaSSumethat,

regardless of the particular content, he did ín fact

Lms that ttthe sure

foundation on which ï had sought to stand has turned out

tobethecenterfromwhichIseek.l'Hedid.notc1aim

one Ís different from the other: the place from which he

e><plored and what it was he erçIored
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The universe is some thing of a giant Rorscharch

on which man projects his interpretations. The intri-
guing question, l,r/atts (1972) recognized., is how much is
Rorscharch and how much is man in this transaction? But

he suggested that, though intriguing, the question misses

the point. there is only transaction, not separate parts,
but the movement or flow of one thing. This one thing is
the Îao, or suchness, void. rt is not necessary, however,

to become enveloped in metaphysical discussion, but to
consider the nature. of our own existence:

ff we get rid of a1l- wishful thinking and dubious
metaphysical speculationsr w€ can hardly doubt
that at a time not too distant each one of
us wilt simply cease to be. It won't be like
going ínto darkness forever, for there will be
neither darkness, nor time, nor sense of futility,
nor anyone to feel anything about it. Try as best
you can to imagine this, and keep at it. The l

universe wi1l, supposedly, be going on as usua1,
but for each individual it wÍl1 be as if it never
happened at all; and even that is saying too much,
becausetherewon|tbeanyoneforwhornitnever
happened. Make this'prospect as :real as possible:
the one total certainty. you will be as if you
had never existed, which was, however, the .way
you were before you did exist and not only you
but everything else. Nevertheless, with such an
improbable past, here we are. I,rIe begin from :

nothing and end in nothing. You can say that
again. Think Ít over and'over trying to conceive
the fact of coming to never having existed. After
a while you will begin to feeJ- rather weirdr âS
if this very apparent something that you are is

. at the same time nothing at all. fndeed, you seem
to be rather firmly and certainly grounded.in
nothingness, much as your sight seems to emerge
from that total blankness behind your eyes. The:.
weird feeling goes with t¡e fact that you are

7L
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being introduced to a new common sense, a new
. Logic, in which you are beginning to realize

the identity of ku and shiki, void and form.
All of a sudden ffi willãffike you that this
nothingness is the most potent t màgical, basic
and reliable thing you ever thought of, and that
the reason you canrt form the sl ightest idea of
ít is that itts yourself. But not the self you
thought you were. (e1an I¡Iatts 1-9722442-a3)

J. Krishnamurti has put this another way to

refer to its immensity and comprehensiveness:

In oneself lies the whole worId, and if you know
how to look and learn, then the door is there and
the key is in your hand. Nobody on earth can
give either that key or the door to open, except
yoursel-f . (1972:135 )

These conceptions and the awareness of the

experiences underlying them are essential in ascertaining

the nature of religious and spíritual belief and prac-

tíces, wherever they are found, otherwise one may not

interpret the conscious dimensions of the practices and

beliefs. It is he1pful, then, to consider f.our basic

dímensions to binary consciousness, which are involved in
the generation of part.icular kinds of "*pàriencer and

radical-introspection, manÍfested, from general awareness,

which encompasses all four dimensions.

the fírst dimension includes consciousness in its
primary organízíng pr,ocess: the- signálization of percepts

derived from elements of the external reality and bod¡r-

brain. the second is the process activity of psychod.yna-

míc natrices formed in the body-brainrs interaction within
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ítse1f and the environment. This is the Ievel in which

both the -mind and the environment are conditioned. The

thírd dimension is the ability to participate in this
conditíoning oÍ, in other words, to perceive oneself 

:j:;:-::
acting in the environment. rt is the rational-manipulative .::':': 

r:

mode. the evaluative 1eve1 of consciousness is not exclu-
sive of the intuítive-receptive mode, but includ.es jt,

not as a focus of activity, but as an assembler of data. ',""'.''

The fourth d.imension is the intuitive-receptive mode in ' 
' 

'

,t,,',',trt,.':its capacity as a center of awareness. ft. is primarily
non-evaluative and takes form as an observing conscious-

ness. ft ís the witness developed in practicing karma
:

l
yoga.

l

I

All of the dimensions of binary consciousness are. 
i

encompassed by general'awareness or unitive consciousness,

for, whatever consciousness may be in its specific mani-

festations, it must be everything there ís

be nothing outsid,e it. that certain laws have been ob- : ::;:
,'ar'','.,.,.'

taÍned ín the universe for longer than manrs presenc€ : :.:

'.,,. .does not mean that the organization itself was outsid.e

thefie1dofconSciousnessorawareneSs.Ind'eed,.th.

fact that conscjousness is beyond tirne and space boundaries
.i,..- ..

as ind,icated, by J. B. Rhine in his stud.y of extrasensory .,- ' ,,.,

perception (l-g4g), sÍgnifies that time is not a factor

at all. Or, from another viewpoint, all the elements
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^nlno=nanization of the universe

through time are the foundations for contemporary coDS-

cious life: time and space only define the nature of cer-'
tain relations with particular loca1 ízations of conscious-

ness. rn consciousnessr âs it is localízed. and, potentially
realízabre in human beings, the conscious prerequisites
of the universe seem to be met.

I^Iith the view of the u1tírnacy of general awareness,

now, itself, a belief or structure, one may conceptua]-ize

the process of the individuation of consciousness as a

continuous process involving both modal-ities of intuitive-
receptive process and rational-manipulative process. ïn

either, there occurs the reLating of events and, thus',

the continuous divisions of consciousness itself into
different rnanifestations or expressions of itself: the

interdependent movements of subject and object. .Our only

real constant, however, is found in the background aware-

)n'ness, the total organizatir

From this vantage the probl-ems of examining human

beings in their societies are immense, given onets own

understanding of his own nature. AJ-an Coult's admonition

that one should probe the hidden layers of his mind, before

concerninghimse]-fwithotherpeop1.e,.particu1ar1yas

found in other cultures, is only part of the story, part

of the process and one with dangers. For in the inves-
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tígation of onefs own primitive layers, these layers are

perhaps created in the search for themr or may h¿ve

attributed to them greater meaning than ordinary exper-

ience. Oners findings can become a model for understanding

the world of man. I¡Ie cannot avoid such falacies, but we

must be aware of them.

In exploring the experience of others, as we can

reconstruct it on the basís of his activity, his rel-ation-

ships as they seem directed to the fulfillment of human

need-desires r w€ may develop only a fraction of the total
picture. Unfortunately, even in the possession of verbal

reports from an informant, one is l-ikely to fínd that

referents to internal experíencing are untranslatable into

his own experience. This is not the emic-etic dichotomy.

It is beyond it. For the human experÍence cannot be

revealed in language ¡ but only suggested. Language

is of limíted. dÍmensionality: it is a narrow and shallow

stream of behavior. Human e>çerience is wholLy multi-

dimensional

f,:'-.ì

r:L:..
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The Extended Strategy

Esoteric speculation human consciousness

e>plored as basically of two dimensions, one emerging

from the other and the other ernerging from the one, the

justification of uníversal and eternal processes within

consciousness and within the universe may seem l;ar-

removed, beyond the scop€ of any academic paper, es- i

pecially by a student of anthropology, who one would

expect to be concerned with otherts mythologies and not

at all professíona1ly concerned, at Least outwardly, with

exploring his own. But such thinking is nonsense. How

else does one know;; whât he knows if it is not through

hís own understandingSr integrated by and withín him?

And what else can serve as an trultimatet! point of refer-

ence, albeit'it becomes only a conception, separated from

the experience itself? One must understand what it i.s

he Ís doing. He must appreciate his own creating.

AnthropoLogy, which has sought to d,etermine ttre

functional-ity of religíous insti.tutions and belíefs in

relation to either or both cultural and social dynamics,

depend.s on a priorí assumptions regarding manrs nature.

fn fact, they represent an aspect of the process of organ-

izational, binary consciousness. the poet of the Îao,

Lao-Îzu (sometimes Lao-Tze b. 640 B.C.) wrote:

76
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i' 1"T3T"å' *l:"i:u ".,The way may be seen
Apart from the windows.

the further you got
the less you know.

Accordingly, the' I¡/Íse Man
Knows without goíng,
Sees wíthout sãeing,
Does without dcing

(in Blackney L955:1OO)

That is, one may state a truth before he ttmakes

an actual experience.rt Lao-Tzurs text has received the

following commentary:

ft is not the globe trotter who knows mankind,
but the thinker. In order to know the sunts
chemical composition, w€ need not go to the
sun; we can anaLyze the sunts light by spectrum
analysis. We need not stretch a tape line to
the moon to m€asure its distance from the earth,
we can calculate it through methods of an a
priori science (trigonometry), (Suzuki and
Carsus L927:t7t)

But trigonometric calculations are verífied in sma11-

scal-ed applications which can be performed in onef s

house. In like manner, would one need to travel to

understand the nature of man? No. The íntimate relation-

ship of oneself can be the basis of Learning mants nature.

A. the fntrospective lactic and Anthropological Inquiry

there is a given formula for Íntetlectual devel-

opraent of an experiential reference to manrs nature.

John Lillyts statement, which is again quoted here, serves

¡.. .
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as well as any for the scientifically-oriented, hlestern

practice of jñana yoga.

fn the province of the rnind, what ís belíeved to
be true is true or becomes true within limits to
be found experientially and experimentally. These
limits are further beliefs to be transcended. fn
the province of the mind, there are no limits.
(te72-.s)

Each statement of be1íef is a priori, to be veri-

fied in onets experience. Both the belief and its verí-

fication are boirnd by limits which can, as wel-l, be stated

as beliefs. Or, in other wordsr ânv statement of belief,

by virtue of its nature as ttstatement, " rests on tacit

knowledge, conditioning, and is thereby l-írnited. these

rfassumptiôns" may be expressed explicitly, and, ín their

explicit statement are always conditioned yet by further

1imítations in proximal knowledge. To be aware of the

dynamics of fttacit knowledgert is to initiate oneself ínto

the practice of \¡Iestern jñana yoga. This practice assumes

that ultimately mants nature is based in consciousnessi

and to real-ize this requires the expansíon of onets awar€-

n€ss by e>çloring the nature of his knowing. In order to

succeed in the practice of this yoga, one must rtse€ al-l

the way throughr" making eTplicit his tacitr â priori

be1íefs

üIithin anthropoLogy, the beliefs regarding mants

nature appear to constellate about a conception of man as

an interesting .machine. the machine is characte xj'zed by
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its alrnost computer-1ike processing of environmental

events and íts own responses to these events, comprising

elaborate feedback systems, operating on the management

prínciple of ninimizing costs, energy, whether physical

or psychological, while maximizing returns orr rather,
that which it desires, whether such desiring is inherent

or learned.. Manf s conceptual thinkíng is then understoorJ

to have arisen as " prå.""" of adaptation for s,.rrvival:

in this view, man could not have arisen as an expressíon

of consciousness, ott signifícantlyr âs the potential

realízatj.on by consciousness of itself

From societies wirich generall-y do not acknowledge

nor practice formal initiatÍon rites for theír young,

anthropologists e>çlore their massive fie1d, âttempting

to deiineate either or both cultural and social dynamics

revealed in the myth and practíce of others. It has

already been noted how ASCts a1low índ.ivid.ual participation

in the myth of onefs socÍety. Such experience constitutes

transformatíons in the perception of the wor1d, and may

not represent changes in ons t s sel-ationship to his l

e>çerience. But, whether it is the personal transformation

sought in the human potential movement or the cultural-

transfornatÍon of, for example, the Tukan phratry rite,
cognitive structures are altered. It is important, there-

fore, not to confuse the orientation. lransformations

l.::.:r_:i',::
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may be desired in themselves, wítn regarr3 to the cultural
dimension, or they may point toward personal realÍzation

the difference between self-actualjzation and self-
real ízation processes

Anthropologists ar€ not concerned general-ly wíth ,:.,',.',,,,.,,

the latter aspect. Instead., they are concerned, with
economics, either in theír 1.iteral interpretations under

the rubric of cultural materialism or in the fígurative .'1,.,:.,,,,.,,.,' :-".. 
: ::-:_:: : i.:

s€nse, dominating, for example, Freudian psychology, '

:. ;. .1, -._. .: .

which has been usurped for purposes of interpretation by .""i'"j"''.'i'"'

some anthropologísts. Nevertheless, a jñana yoga approach

to cultural materialism dissolves the emphasis on eco-
I

nomics and confronts us again with the nature of con-
l

sciousness- - ourselves.

B. The Conscious Dimension and Cultural Material-ism

Marvin Harris (1968) argues that anthropology is
the science of history -- more specificaLl-y, the science

whích seeks to reveal the processes involved in histori-
cal determinism not man at all. the science is cul-
tural materialism, history.

liminating the dialectic of Hege1, Harris Looks

to Marx and Engles for the stra tegy of the science con-

cerning the tf t lawt of cultural evolution.rt

the rnajor ingredients in this r?lawt? in retro-
spect (of Marx and Englesrs view of human historyJ
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may be seen as: (1) the trisection of socio-
cultural systems into techno-economic base,
social organizatíon, and ideology 2 (Z) the
explanation of ideology and social- organíza-
tion as adaptive responses to the techno-
economíc conditions i (3) the formulation of a
functionalist model providing Ínteractive
effects between all parts of the system t (4) the
provision for a:lalysis of both system-maintaining

. and system-destroying variables; and, (5) the
pre-eminenc€ of culture over race

the strategy states that the e>çl-anation ,:

for cultural differences and similarities .ís to
be found in the techno-economic processes respon-
sible for !h" production of the rnaterial require-
ments of bio-social survival. It states thãt the
techno-econonic parameters of sociocultural sys-
tems exert selective pressures in favor of cer-,
tain types of organizational structures and upon
thesurviva1'andspreadofdifferenttypesof.
ideological complexes. ft states tinai- i.n princi-
ple, all major p=oblems of scciocuLtural- aiff er,-
ences and similarities can be soLved. by iCenti-
fying the precíse nature of these selective para-
metersi yet as a general principler: iX does not
commit itself to the explanation of any specific
set of institutions. (19.58:24O-4L)

In the modelr D€ither the envÍronment nor the

individual is brought into consideration as component

systems. Harris hints regard,ing these on¡lisions in hís

avoidance of phiLosophical materialism by which...
we deal with metaphysíca1 disputation concerning
the essence of being -- the question of'the
ontological priority of mattËr over mind. This
íssue may well be left to the philosophers, since
it has no direct bearing on thê statement of J.aws
of sociocultural evolution. (1968: )

The actor, nevertheless, in sociocultural systems

is the Índividual- who always acts in rel-at.ion to the en-

vironment, which, then, through its interactive reLation-

ship '¡rith the behavioral fielQ, generally constitutes the
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conträsting elem€nt. That is, man defines and is defined

by his environment. The failure to acknorvledge and incor-
porate both elements in ttreír general theory.such as cu;1-

tural materialism demonstrates the anthropological timidity

to see its own vision. Cultural material-ism must account

for the individual and enter the realm of phí1o.sophical

imponderables and ponderables, however, not regarding the

question of mind over m¿tter, but the question of fxea

will v€rsus determinism.

Harris i s avoidance of both the environment and 1;";'"':'

' the individual is suspicious and seems a cultural product

It results from the' experienced conflict between oners

everyday life and his involvement with the theory of cul-
tural materialisrn. On the one hand, ordinarily, man,

esp€caarly Ì¡Iestern man, sees himself in continual confron- ;

tation with the environment. He attempts to. manipulate ,

control and conquer. Not only does he conquer spac€, the

atom, and, hopefull-y, will sorneday conquer the common 
.,,,.,-,.1,,

cold, he conquers hinself or at least attempts to conquer , ,l

i t 

""tt"hÍmself, bringing to bear, in his observation of hímselr-, : :

val-ues by which he governs his conduct, controLl-ing the

wayward ímpuIses, urges, desires -- maíntaining always
.- - .1,his behavior according to the models within his ideology i,:.,;,.,,:,,

Such exp€rience sustains the belief in a relatively free

will
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On the other hand, the cultural- materialistic
doctrine assumes an ongoing system from which the prin-
ciple components, techno-econornic base, social organirza-

tionr ând ideology, have been abstracted. The essential
elements, generally not abstracted, are the agents of
this process, man and his environment. Nevertheless,

the materialistic vísion is one which tacitly places

man and the environment within the sociocultural- fíe1-d,

but avoids them by focussing attention on abstracted

patt€rns of relationship

The essence. of cultural materialism is that it
directs attention to the interactíon between be-
havior and environment as mediated by the human
organism and its cultural apparatus. It does so
as an order of priority ín conformity with the
prediction that group structures and ídeo1-ogü, are
responsive to these classes of mate::ial condí-
tions. (Harris 1968:659)

By directing attention to the ínteraction between

behavior and environment, one need not consider the rol-e

of either directly. The intent, it seems, is to avoid con-

fronting oneself with the issues resulting from,the obvious

confLict between life as it is ordÍnarily lived and e>çer-

ienced and l-ífe as it is analyzed and usually not experi-

enced. the dílemma is not al-lowed; rtleave it to the philo-

sophers:t' most often it appears to go unnoticed.

But, by relegating the question to the philoso-

phers, avoiding the issue of individuality whether con-

sciously or unconsciouslyr âs has been practiced, so forth-

i.Yl'.-+,,:
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rightl-y by many anthropologists, they delay their encoun-

ter with human nature. For only in the attempt to re-
solve the question regarding free will and determinism

is it possible to get behind. it.

By including the concept of rindividual human

being" within the materialistic conception orr fox that
matterr âny basically tteconomicil system, impells the

ínvestígator into his philosophical- dilemrnar So ardentry
avoided in the development of abstract analytical sys-
tems. rf we assume that the individual is a component

of the system and. align ourselves with the determinists,
for exarnple, then we might say that social organization

controls the individual through tris ideology, which is
dictated by the relationship of the sociocultural system

to the environment through its techno-economic base. But

what or who is it that controls the techno-economic base,

through which the sociocultural field is related to íts
environment, which, ir turn, dÍctates the pattern of
social oxganization and so on? And, indeed, can the,

sociocultural system, composed of the techno-economic

structure, social organízation, and ideology, be so ab-

stracted from the entire environmental- field?
One cannot act without acting ín relation to

something el-se. one cannot exert will outside an environ-
mental field,. the question regarding mants free will
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versus d€terminism is nonsensical when we consider the

indidividual is the manífestation of the environment,

and, at the same time, manifests the environment. The

individual is both man and world. For instancer w€

may look upon a specific behavior as the result of a

given cause generated from within a sociocultural envir-
onment. But is this not a description of a single event,
the cause and effect taken together? of course, íf there
is no.effect, there can be no cause and vice versa, for
there can be no single prirne mcverr Do specifíc origin.
the individ.ual is no more a product of the sociocultural
systernr Do matter how that is analyzed, than the socio-
curtural system is the product of the individual. But,

as sociocultural s¡lstems are abstractions and therefore
cannot become aware of themselves, i.€.r they are i1l-usory,

ilan contains the wor1d, in his awareness of it.
thus, the anthropological shortcoming is the

failure to ?'real j:zett its vision dictated by its systems

theory, regardless of how ltpersonallytt uncoufortable it
may seem to the anthropologist hinself.

the most direct e>çloration of human nature lies
in the exploration of consciousness. The cultural mater-

ialistic model, fully expand,ed to include the ind,ividual

and his environment, witl aid, perhaps, in manfs under-

standing of a total system's approach to the envÍronment,
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which is himself. one cannot, then, throw something away

in terms of such a strategy, for away is always somewhere,

and somewhere is always related to the individual. But

the anthropological reticence to enter the domain of 
;::..:,:: ::.,.

whole-systemts theory reflects a general pattern, one of i..::-:.::.i:::

frlearnedtt reticence to contravene accepted visions of
ourselves as battlers, controll-ers, conquerors. One must

......:,.
fulLy grasPr experience, the view of man expressed. in terms :,.,,',..,,,t,,,.''.' ...:

of an expanded strategy f ot conscious growth: it is, there ,,,:,,,,..,::_:
,_.,,.::.,.:. 

.,:;:... :.:-'.:.--.:..fore, a personal, not soleIy professional strategy

Such strategy resembles jñana yoga with reference

to its explicit statements, which are beliefs. They I

aI1ow the investigator of rnanrs nature to pursue his own 
I

andnotl'fa1se''constructs,fortheyareseenaShis.It
places hin in the introspective life of the human poten- 

i

tia1movementwithanu1timatebe1iefthatisfound'edin

paradoxr âr¡d for which no resolution is availab1e beyond 
:

realization. '-, .'.,.-, .,

" 

t":- t:i ttt '

::::..1-.!:...:._
. : ::.. r:.--:- i-:_ ::

C. the Environmental Field -'

the study of human consciousness does not necês-

sarily mitigate illusions or false constructs. The pur- 
,::::,-:.: :,,:,

pose of this study has been to demonstrate the essential :.::'':r'ir':::::

processes of consciousness as it is ini.tially manifested
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process of individuation. rndivíduation is essential

to the process of becoming human and, most importantly,
is required for survival. Through it one may abstract
rrselftt from the environment, which allows the satisfac-
tion of his needs. But as the environment simul-taneousry

creates conditions to which one must rel.ate himself , it
appears now more correct to state that individuation and

the development of binary consciousness, distinguished
as the e>çerience by the subject of its object, is one's

way of cond.ucting himself in the environmental field.
Yet, as man is of this field, not outside. it, he is con-

ducted by it. that is,' appearances to the contrary, the

indívidual I s consciousness in its binary opposition is
the environmental field.

Such a position might be criticized as being

nothing but the abstraction and naming of a particular
relational pattern, as has been the socioculturaL rela-
tíonship. Hoitrever, what occurs outsíde this f ield? Even

in the event of postulating an observer or witness, all
that has been added is ]ret another divisíon of subject

and object. At one level there is the object, which meets

r€sponse in a subject. InfinÍte frl€velsrr of e>çerience

inmediatel¡r suggest themselves, gach re¡noving consciousness

orr that is, the awa.reness of the ind.ividual, further from

the initial experience which called, it into beíng. yet,
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is this not the nature of conrjitioning?

Subject and o,bject are "taken togetherr? in rad_

ical introspection, which puts to an end the process

through which the field continually organizes a hier-
archy of binary distínctions. This, then, is no differ-
ent than considering a cause and effect as a single
event.

D. Anthropo rogy Reconsidered 
il lrl' '

.'1.'¡'t.',':,,,,'

This study in conscÍousness does not seek to end

scientific inquiry, but to obtain a perspective regarding
such inqu j:ry, especialLy as it is manifested in anthro :

pology. there is no referential basis more appropriate
to the study of man than conscíousÐess. I¡rlhen we seek to

stems r w€ must acknow-

ledge that what we are describing are subsystems which

ar€Perceivedon1ywhencertainvariablesare'he1din

abeyance. In as much as the process of exclud,ing vari- ;'':,'.i''.'...,'
'' . .' j-.

ab1esinscientificana1ysisisc1-ear1yamethodofob- ..:'
i+ alrarr'lz:l â1 . 'servation, ít should al-so be clear that it is a method

whích depend.s on the observation of excluded variables
U].tinate1Y,onecannotseparatevariab1esand'maintain

the system: fryou can d,o it onry to d,iscover you cannot do 
'r"""" 

'

_
it " (watts 1965 :56 ) .

As such, rad,ical introspectionr or even the con-
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cepts derived from it, can be used to temper the anthro-
pologÍca1 discipline, not elininate it. For example,

carlos castaneda's exploratíons of the teachíngs of don

Juan and hÍs own experiences as an apprentice suffer from
poorly developed conceptual frameworks. castaneda was

concerned wíth how his experiences and the information
imparted to hirn by don Juan constellated another reality.
Yet this does not, in retrosepect, seem to be the point

r : ' .:.

of don Juants seeing. Seeing or radical introspection is , , ,,
not another means to an end. rt ís the end. Through it ':'': '':":":; ':'

one dces not seek to end his fear of death or even to
prevent death. Rather, he must have understood and inte :

grated his fear in ord.er to gee, for fear constitutes an ' l

'.
organizational forcer p€rhaps the prinal organízational
force, dÍstracting onefs attention. That is, seeing is
purposeless, but at the same time, ít is existentially t,

mants businass

the anthropologist who rnight tread on such eso- :.:'.,,, ,.

ring into con 
': -' 

.: ::terÍca must bring into consideration not only an under_ . :::: ;,: j. . .. .- .:. :

standingof,thenatureofconScíousness]and,.,oso*e.

extent,theunder1yingintrospectiveProcesS
natural tendency in which introspective analysis (i.".,

¡gctor ',",.',t.'..'.,'t',',

himself. But this is not the elimination of the indivi-
dual physically or rnentally. hrhat it is is paradox.
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And to fu1ly understand it is to do nothing more than

understand. rt can be e>çlained in different ways than

those attempted here, but the explanatioh is not the

e>çerience and it does not serúe without radical intro-
spection to explicate the difficulties of the anthropolo-
gical endeavor to comprehend human nature and lead
others to their own comprehension.

ft is here that the anthropologistfs task ís
most critical; fox it is he who nany understand to be

the analyst of human nature r ând it is to the anthro-
pologist that students turn to l-earn about man, even

before they turn torvard their own understandings of them-

selves and what these understandings or assumptions im-

ply. Thus thè anthropologist is a ngurur?' whose dis-'
'

ciples may go on to examine the'nature of themselves as

weLl on the basis what they are taught. They might con-
tinue along the pathways of their predecessors, perhaps

un€asy ín the avoidance of the contrad.ictÍon impl-icit
the life they investigate.

And perhaps they màyt at least partial-Iy, conceptually
understand al" contradiction to be only apparent, and in
some respects, physical survíval and indivíduationr Dêc-

€ssary
'

the role of the anthropologist thus mapped is
not only investigator of human nature, in on€ or more
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of its aspects, inúestigator of his own nature in arl its
aspects, but also transmitter of human experience, his
own included , for it is the basis of his knoruledge. The

anthropologist confronts the total íty of social science

with an entirely radícal conception of the individual
from that normally considered: man is neither the actor
on the environmental stage nor the puppet of envíron-
mental processes, but, in the words of the l-ate AIan

I,rlatts ,

a recíprocal interaction between everything insid,e
the skin and everything outside it, neithei one
being prior to the other, but equal_s, l_ike the
front and back of .a coin. (L965257)
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